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a specialized completion procedure for finite, monadic string-rewriting systems presenting groups. 
Given a system of this form, the completion procedure tries to construct an equivalent system of the 
same form that, in addition, is weakly confluent. The correctness and completeness of this procedure 
are shown, and some detailed examples are presented. This procedure, together with the decidability 
results mentioned before, presents an elegant and uniform way to perform computations in 
context-free groups effectively. 
1. Introduction 
Rewrite techniques have found many applications in computer science, ranging 
from automated theorem proving to rewrite-rule-based programming to the specifica- 
tion of abstract data types [2, 121. For this reason, rewrite systems in their various 
forms are getting a lot of attention. 
If the objects under consideration are strings or words over some finite alphabet C, 
then the appropriate notion of rewrite systems is that of string-rewriting systems. 
These systems, also known as semi-Thue systems, have been studied in computability 
theory, combinatorial (semi-) group theory, and formal language theory. Since 
a string-rewriting system on alphabet C can be interpreted as a term-rewriting system 
by simply regarding each letter UEC as a unary function symbol, results on string- 
rewriting systems can serve as valuable counterexamples for conjectures on term- 
rewriting systems, and, in many cases, they help to improve our intuition about the 
more general situation of term-rewriting systems. 
A string-rewriting system R on alphabet C induces a congruence relation -s on the 
set C* of words over C. The set of congruence classes forms a monoid YJIR, which is 
simply the factor monoid of the free monoid C* modulo the congruence -g. Thus, 
string-rewriting systems can be used to present monoids and, therewith, they provide 
one way to perform computations in monoids effectively. In the present paper we are 
interested in these algorithmic aspects of string-rewriting systems. 
For finite string-rewriting systems many decision problems have been investigated, 
among them the word problem, the group problem, and the generalized word 
problem, to name just a few (see Section 2 for the definitions). It is well known that all 
these problems are undecidable in general. On the other hand, if finite string-rewriting 
systems are considered that are noetherian and confluent, then some of these prob- 
lems become decidable. For example, in this situation the word problem and the 
group problem [28] are decidable, while other problems like the generalized word 
problem still remain undecidable [27]. To overcome this difficulty, additional syntac- 
tical restrictions for string-rewriting systems have been studied. As it turned out, finite 
string-rewriting systems that are monadic and confluent have particularly nice algo- 
rithmic properties [S]. Here a string-rewriting system R on Z is called monadic if 
1 >(( r and rEC u {e} hold for each rule (/+~)ER, where e denotes the empty word, and 
>/( denotes the length-lexicographical ordering on C* that is induced by a fixed 
linear ordering > on C. This notion of monadic string-rewriting systems is slightly 
more general than the one used in the literature, where usually monadic systems are 
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required to be length-reducing (cf., e.g., [S]). Here we also allow length-preserving 
rules of the form @-+a), where a and b are letters such that b > a. Although this will 
make some of our arguments slightly more complicated, it is crucial for the specialized 
completion procedure for monadic systems that we present in Section 6. Fortunately, 
it will easily be verified that the results on monadic string-rewriting systems that we 
shall need from the literature extend to this more general notion. 
Unfortunately, even if the word problem for a finite string-rewriting system S is 
easily decidable, there may not exist a finite, noetherian, and confluent system that 
generates the same congruence relation [lo, 16, 181. If we, nevertheless, want to use 
rewrite techniques to handle this congruence relation, we must relax the restriction 
placed on the systems. Since the property of being noetherian guarantees the termina- 
tion of the process of rewriting, we want to keep this property. Thus, we relax the 
property of confluence, turning to those finite noetherian string-rewriting systems that 
are required to be confluent only on certain congruence classes. 
Actually, the concept of confluence on some congruence class is not completely 
new. Let R be a finite length-reducing string-rewriting system on C such that the 
monoid ‘9XR presented by (C; R) is a group, and let - ’ : Z*--+C* be a mapping that 
associates with each word w a formal inverse w- ‘. Then, for all u, UEC*, u-g u if and 
only if uu-i ++ie. If R happens to be confluent on [elR, this holds if and only if 
UV-l +ge, where +g denotes the reduction relation induced by R. Thus, given 
u, VEX*, one simply computes an irreducible word WE.Z* such that uu-’ --+R w. Then 
u-g u if and only if w = e. Dehn’s algorithm for the word problem, which applies to 
certain small cancellation groups [21], can be expressed in this way. Biicken [7] and 
LeChenadec [20] have shown how certain small cancellation conditions yield a proof 
that the corresponding string-rewriting system R is confluent on [e-JR. In fact, 
LeChenadec presents a group symmetrization algorithm that, given as input a finite 
group presentation satisfying certain small cancellation conditions, computes a finite 
noetherian string-rewriting system R that is equivalent to the input system and is 
confluent on [elR. Finally, in [33], two of the authors investigate the algorithmic 
properties of finite special string-rewriting systems that are confluent on some congru- 
ence class. 
In the present paper we focus on finite monadic string-rewriting systems that are 
weakly confluent, i.e. monadic systems R that are confluent on [alR for all UECU (e}. 
The class of finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting systems unifies the 
class of finite, monadic, and confluent systems and the class of finite, special, and 
e-confluent (i.e., confluent on [e]) systems. Since both these classes have nice algorith- 
mic properties, it should be expected that this new class inherits some or all of these 
properties. Surprisingly, this is the case only if we look at systems of this form that 
present groups, but it is not true in general, as our results will show. Of course, it is not 
unexpected that the group property helps somewhat, since if (C; R) presents a group, 
then this additional algebraic structure is mirrored by the properties of the congru- 
ence relation -g, but we did not expect that this would have that serious conse- 
quences already at the level of finite, monadic, and weakly confluent systems. 
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For finite length-reducing string-rewriting systems, confluence on a given congru- 
ence class is undecidable in general [29]. For finite monadic systems, this property is 
decidable; however, the algorithm given in [29] takes double exponential time. Here 
we do not directly improve upon this result, but at least we show that the property of 
weak confluence is tractable for finite monadic systems, i.e., it is decidable in poly- 
nomial time (Proposition 3.8). This result is obtained through a characterization of 
monadic and weakly confluent systems that extends a characterization of special and 
e-confluent systems given in [32]. 
Even though the property of weak confluence is tractable for finite monadic 
string-rewriting systems, the systems having this property do not, in general, have 
particularly nice algorithmic properties. Although it is decidable whether a system of 
this form presents a free monoid or whether it presents a group, there exists a system 
of this form that has an undecidable word problem (Theorem 4.9). Further, given 
a system R of this form on C and a proper subalphabet C, s C, it is undecidable, in 
general, whether C1 freely generates a submonoid of %RR (Theorem 4.11). Since C, 
freely generates a submonoid of !Vls if and only if the system R (on C) is a consistent 
extension of the trivial system R, :=@ (on C,), this shows that in this setting it is 
undecidable whether a given system is a consistent extension of another given system, 
which nicely contrasts the decidability results for this problem presented in [30]. 
The situation improves considerably when we turn to those finite, monadic, and 
weakly confluent string-rewriting systems R that present groups, i.e., for which the 
monoid !JJIR is a group. Autebert et al. [l] show that a group can be presented by 
a system of this form if and only if the group is context-free, which, by the results of 
Muller and Schupp [22] and Dunwoody [ll], holds if and only if this group is 
virtually free. Thus, here we have the nice situation that the class of groups in question 
has three different characterizations: an algebraic one, a language-theoretic one, and 
one through a syntactical restriction for its presentations. 
In [S], Book presents a class of logical formulae that he calls linear sentences. This 
class is defined syntactically. It consists of formulae of the form gp VgF or Vq 3PF, where 
F is a positive combination of atomic formulae of the form ti = t2. Here ti and t2 are 
terms (words) built from the letters of a fixed finite alphabet Z and existential or 
universal variables (the exact definition can be found in Section 2). If q is a linear 
sentence containing the variables vl, . , up, R is a string-rewriting system on C, and 
S i, . . . , S, are subsets of C*, then R and S,, . . . , S, induce an interpretation of cp as 
follows: the symbol = is interpreted as the congruence ++_t induced by R, and, for 
i=l , . . . , p, the set Si is taken as the domain for the variable vi. Thus, rp is either true or 
false as a statement on the congruence -2 and the sets S1, . . . , S,. For example, the 
word problem and the generalized word problem can be expressed through linear 
sentences. Book proves that, if R is finite, monadic, and confluent, and if S,, . , S, are 
regular sets, then it is decidable whether the linear sentence cp is true under the induced 
interpretation. Otto and Zhang [33] extend this result to finite, special string- 
rewriting systems that are confluent on some congruence class, and here we extend it 
to those finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting systems that present 
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groups (Theorem 5.8). Since the decidability of this problem is an invariant property 
of finitely generated monoids (Theorem 2.4), this shows that, for each finite presenta- 
tion of a context-free group, it is decidable whether a linear sentence is true under the 
induced interpretation. Thus, finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting 
systems are presentations of context-free groups that yield uniform algorithms for 
solving various decision problems. Therefore, given a context-free group C!j through 
some finite presentation, it would be desirable to be able to construct a presentation of 
this particular form for 8. This task, which is a variant of the problem of completion, 
which led Knuth and Bendix [19] to the development of their now famous completion 
procedure, is dealt with in Section 6. 
Let R be a finite monadic string-rewriting system on C such that the monoid 9JImR is
a group. If R is e-confluent, then, for all UEC and all (irreducible) words w, if aw ++R e, 
then aw +Ee. In fact, this condition already suffices to guarantee that R is e- 
confluent. Unfortunately, the sets {weIRR(R) 1 aw -g e} (aec) are, in general, not 
constructible in an effective way. Therefore, this ineffective characterization of e- 
confluence is replaced by two technically more involved, but decidable conditions 
(Theorem 6.4). These conditions characterize the property of e-confluence through the 
fact that certain regular sets must be empty. A nice aspect of this characterization is 
the fact that, from the given system R, nondeterministic finite-state acceptors for the 
regular sets in question can be constructed effectively, in fact, even in polynomial time. 
If the system considered is already e-confluent, then weak confluence is again easily 
expressed (Theorem 6.6). Thus, these two results together give a characterization of 
weakly confluent monadic systems presenting groups that is much simpler than the 
corresponding characterization for monadic systems in general. Based on this charac- 
terization, a procedure WEAK_COMPLETION is presented that, given a finite 
monadic string-rewriting system R presenting a group as input, attempts to construct 
an equivalent monadic system that is weakly confluent. This procedure consists of two 
parts, labelled NORMALIZATION and CONTEXT_RESOLVING, where the for- 
mer deletes superfluous rules in order to keep the system reduced, while the latter 
introduces new rules to make the system confluent on the relevant congruence classes. 
It is shown that this procedure either terminates with a finite monadic system Ri, or 
enumerates an infinite monadic system R,. In either case, the resulting system is 
reduced, weakly confluent, and equivalent to R. It is here that it becomes necessary to 
admit rules of the form @-+a) with a, ~EC, since, given a finite, monadic, and 
length-reducing string-rewriting system R on C such that ‘%RmR is a (context-free) group, 
it can easily happen that there are letters a, bcC such that a+-+: b, but afffge. 
Hence, there is no weakly confluent monadic system S that is strictly length-reducing 
and that is equivalent to R. Since there exists exactly one reduced, monadic, 
and weakly confluent system that is equivalent to R (Theorem 3.5), the procedure 
WEAK-COMPLETION terminates if and only if there exists a finite monadic system 
S that is weakly confluent and equivalent to R. Thus, this specialized completion 
procedure is correct and complete (Theorem 6.12). This corresponds to the situation 
of completing a finite special string-rewriting system R on [elR considered by one of 
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the authors in [31]. However, there exists a finite monadic string-rewriting R on 
C such that the monoid !JJnlR is a context-free group, but there is no finite, monadic, and 
weakly confluent string-rewriting system S on C that is equivalent to R (Example 
6.10). Hence, given R as input, the procedure WEAK_COMPLETION will not 
terminate, although the hypotheses on R imply that there exists a finite monadic 
system S’ on some alphabet C’ such that 9J& g9JIm, and S’ is weakly confluent. Thus, 
although we have extended the range where rewrite techniques apply, we are still faced 
with the same kind of problems. Hence, for future research, it seems worthwhile to try 
to develop completion procedures that not only introduce new rules in order to 
resolve critical pairs but also introduce new letters in a systematic way, if necessary. 
This would parallel certain developments in the theory of term-rewriting systems and 
their applications, but it would also take us to the problem of consistent extensions 
considered in [30]. 
2. Notation, definitions, and first results 
Here we restate some of the basic definitions and results on string-rewriting systems 
that we will use throughout the paper. In addition, this section will lead to a new 
characterization of the property of confluence on a given congruence class for finite 
noetherian string-rewriting systems, improving upon the characterization given in 
[29]. In the next section we will exploit this characterization to develop a polynomial- 
time algorithm for deciding weak confluence of monadic string-rewriting systems. For 
additional information and comments regarding the various notions introduced, the 
reader is asked to consult the literature, e.g., Book’s comprehensive overview article [6]. 
Let C be a finite alphabet. Then C’ denotes the set of words over C, including the 
empty word e, while C+ denotes the set of all nonempty words. As usual, the length of 
a word wgC* is denoted by 1 w (, and the concatenation of two words u and v is written 
as uv. To improve readability, words are often written using exponents, where w”=e 
and w”+‘= WW” for all WEZ* and all nEN. 
Let > be a partial ordering on C*. This partial ordering is called 
~ well-founded if there does not exist an infinite descending sequence 
w,>w,>w,> . . . . 
_ admissible if it is compatible with the operation of concatenation, i.e., for all 
u, u, x, yeC*, if u >v, then also xuy>xvy; 
~ a well-ordering if it is well-founded and total. 
The length-ordering >, defined by u >( v iff Iul> 1 VI, is an admissible well-founded 
partial ordering which is not total unless C contains a single letter only. In this paper 
we will mostly be concerned with another ordering: the length-lexicographical order- 
ing >f/. Let > be a total ordering on the alphabet Z. Then u >feu iff IU > (VI or 
(I u I = I VI and u > iex v), where > iex denotes the pure lexicographical ordering on C* 
induced by >. While the pure lexicographical ordering is not well-founded, the 
length-lexicographical ordering is an admissible well-ordering. 
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A string-rewriting system R on C is a subset of C* x C*. The elements of R are called 
(rewrite) rules, and, to enhance readability, they are often written in the form (1-r). 
For a string-rewriting system R, dom(R)={Il kC*: (l-+r)ER}, and range(R)= 
{r 1 ~/EC*: (l+r)ER}. The system R is called length-reducing if /II >Irl holds for each 
rule (l-+r)ER, it is called monadic if range(R) c Cu {e} and 1 >//r for each rule 
(l+r)ER, and it is called special if it is length-reducing and range(R) = {e}. 
As explained in the introduction, our notion of monadic string-rewriting system is 
slightly more general than the one considered, e.g., in [6]. However, all the results on 
monadic string-rewriting systems that we will restate from the literature remain valid 
with this slightly more general notion. 
A string-rewriting system R on C defines several binary relations on Z*, the most 
fundamental one of which is the single-step reduction relation +R: 
u +Ru iff 3x,y~C* 3(1-+r)ER: u=xly and v=xry. 
Its reflexive transitive closure -t is the reduction relation induced by R, while its 
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure +-+g is a congruence on C*, the Thue 
congruence generated by R. For WEC*, [w’JR denotes the congruence class 
{NC* I wt$u). The factor monoid C*/+-+g is denoted by !IIIR, and, whenever 
a monoid !JJI is isomorphic to ‘!IIIR, we call the ordered pair (C; R) a (monoid-) 
presentation of ‘9X with generators C and defining relations R. 
If u, EC* are such that u -+g v, then u is an ancestor of v, and v is a descendant of u. 
Ifu+R v, then u is an immediate ancestor of v, and u is an immediate descendant of u. 
For WEZ*, A.(w):= {vEc* I w -sRv} and n:(w):= {vEC* I w --+gu} are the set of 
immediate descendants and the set of all descendants of w, while V.(w):= 
{uEC* I u +R w} and O:(w):= {uEC* 1 u -+I w} are the set of immediate ancestors 
and the set of all ancestors of w. For a language L c C*, [L-JR:= uUGL[uIR, 
As(L):= uusL A:(U), and O;(L):= UueL Vi(u). Finally, a word WEI* is called 
irreducible if it has no immediate descendant; otherwise, w is called reducible (mod R). 
IRR(R) denotes the set of all irreducible words (mod R). 
The following algorithmic properties of finite string-rewriting systems will be used 
frequently in the paper. 
Proposition 2.1. (a) There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a finite string- 
rewriting system R as input, determines a deterministicjnite-state acceptor (dfsa) for the 
set IRR(R) [13]. 
(b) Let R be ajnite monadic string-rewriting system on C. Then there is a linear-time 
algorithm that, given a word WCC* as input, computes an irreducible descendant of 
w mod R [4]. 
(c) There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a finite monadic string-rewriting 
system R on Z and a regular set L G C* specified through some nondeterministic 
finite-state acceptor (nfsa) as input, constructs an nfsa for the set A g(L) [S]. 
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Concerning (b), observe that in [4] Book deals only with finite length-reducing 
string-rewriting systems, but it is easily seen that, in the process of reducing a word 
w of length n modulo a finite monadic system R, rules of the form (b-+a)~R, a, bEC, 
b>a, can be applied less than 2. n. IC( times. Thus, the algorithm given in [4] is 
linear-time even for monadic systems that are not length-reducing. Concerning (c), the 
algorithm described in [5] is easily extended to monadic systems that are not 
length-reducing. 
A string-rewriting system R on C is called 
_ noetherian if there is no infinite sequence of reductions of the form 
&J +RUl -+RU2 ‘R “., 
- locally conjluent if, for all u, 0E.Z *, V.(u)n O.(v)#@ implies that Ai( Ag(v)#O, 
~ confluent if, for all u, vEC*, Vg(u)n V * R(V)#@ implies that ng(u)n nz(v)#@. 
If R is noetherian, then each word WEC* has at least one irreducible descendant, 
and if R is both noetherian and confluent, then each congruence class [w]R contains 
a unique irreducible word w. that can serve as a normal form or representative of this 
class. Thus, if R is a finite noetherian and confluent system, then the word problem for 
R is effectively decidable: 
Instance: Two words u, VEC*. 
Question: Does u-t v hold? 
Now the string-rewriting system R on Z is noetherian if and only if there exists an 
admissible well-founded partial ordering > on C* such that l> r holds for each rule 
(l+r)ER, which in turn holds if and only if the transitive closure -2 of the single-step 
reduction relation +R is a well-founded partial ordering. Unfortunately, this property 
is undecidable in general [ 151, but the above characterization gives at least a sufficient 
condition that can often be used to verify that a system is indeed noetherian. 
In general, it is undecidable as well whether a finite string-rewriting system R is 
confluent, if, however, R is noetherian, then R is confluent if and only if it is locally 
confluent [24]. 
Let (lI+rI) and (12-+r2) be two (not necessarily distinct) rules of R. If there are 
words X, ~EC* such that I1 =_x12y or 11.x=y12 and O<JyJ <)I,), then these rules are 
said to overlap. The pair of words (rI, xr2y) or (rIx, yr2), respectively, is then called 
a critical pair of R. By CP(R) we denote the set of all critical pairs of R. A critical pair 
(u, v) resolves if n t(u)n a t(v) #8, otherwise, it is unresolvable. UCP(R) denotes the 
set of all unresolvable critical pairs of R. Now R is locally confluent if and only if the set 
UCP(R) is empty, i.e., all critical pairs of R resolve [25]. For a finite and noetherian 
system R, this set can be computed effectively. Hence, in this situation it is decidable 
whether or not R is confluent. 
In this paper we are concerned with a rather restricted notion of confluence that we 
choose to call weak conjluence. Let R be a string-rewriting system on C, and let WEE*. 
The system R is said to be conffuent on [w]R if, for all u, VE[W]R,VX(U)~ Oi(v)#Q) 
implies that a t(u)n A$(v)#@ If R is noetherian, then this means that the 
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congruence class [wlR contains a unique irreducible word wO, which can then serve as 
a normal form for [w]~. Thus, if R is noetherian and WEIRR(R), then R is confluent 
on [wlR if and only if [wlR = V g(w). In particular, if R is finite, this means that under 
these circumstances the membership problem for [wlR is effectively decidable. If R is 
confluent on [elR, then we say that R is e-conjluent. Finally, R is called weakly 
confluent if R is confluent on [wlR for all werange( Observe that, for a monadic 
system R, weak confluence is equivalent to saying that R is confluent on [u]~ for all 
UECU {e}. Thus, weak confluence can be seen as the generalization of e-confluence 
from special to monadic string-rewriting systems. 
Our next goal is a characterization of the property of confluence on a given 
congruence class. To state this characterization, we need the following notions. 
Let R be a string-rewriting system on Z, let EC*, and let WEIRR(R). Then the set 
Con,,(w) of contexts of u in V t(w) is defined by Con,(w):= (x # y 1 x, ~EIRR(R) and 
xuy -+g w}. Here # is an additional letter not in Z. Further, we consider the subset 
SCon,(w) of the set Con,(w) which is defined through SCon,(w):= {x # y 1 x, ~EIRR(R) 
and ng(xuy)nIRR(R)={w}j, i.e. SC on w contains those contexts of u in V;(w) u( ) 
that cannot be reduced to any irreducible word other than w. Observe that u +gu 
implies that SCon,(w) G SCon,(w) and Con,(w) c Con,(w). 
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a noetheriun string-rewriting system on C, let WEIRR(R), and let 
UEC* satisfy ng(u)nIRR(R) 2{(w). Then there are words x, ~EIRR(R) and a pair 
(p, q)EUCP(R) such that 
(1) XPY, xqyE n X(u), and 
(2) either x # yESCon, and xf y$Con,(w), or x # y~SCon,(w) and 
x # y$Con,(w). 
Proof. Let S, denote the set S,:= {UC a g(u) 1 A $(u)nIRR(R) 1 {w} >. Since UES,, this 
set is nonempty. Since R is noetherian, +R + is a well-founded partial ordering on C*. 
So, we can choose a word ZES, that is minimal with respect to this partial ordering. 
Thus, z~ag(u) and ni(z)nIRR(R)j {w}, but, for each word z~E~;(u), ifz +izl, 
then zl$Su, i.e., either w$ n l(zl) or nE(zi)nIRR(R)= {w}. Hence, z can be factored 
as z=x,l,y,=x,12y, for some xi, x2, y,, yZeC* and (ll+rl), (12-+r2)ER such that 
z=xllly, -+RxIrlyl +gw and z=x212y2 -+R x2r2y2 j*g w. From the choice of z it 
follows easily that the displayed occurrences of l1 and l2 in z overlap, and that their 
overlap yields an unresolvable critical pair (p, q)cUCP(R). Thus, z = xsy +R xpy and 
z=xsy+Rxqy for some x, s, yEz*, and either xpy=xIr,y, and xqy=x2r2y2, or 
xpy=xzr2y2 and xqy=xIrly,. In the former case, x#y~SCon,(w) and x#y$ 
Con,(w), while in the latter x # yESConP(w) and x # y$Con,(w). 0 
Next we introduce a restricted version of the reduction relation ‘R. A reduction 
step u -+R v is called leftmost if u=xly and v=xry for some rule (l-+r)ER, and 
whenever u=x,lly, for some rule (11 +rl)ER, then xl is a proper prefix of xIII, or 
xl=x~1,andxisaproperprefixofx,,orx=x,and1=1,.Wewrite~~~~~if~~~0is 
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leftmost, and by L-+ E we denote the reflexive transitive closure of L-R. Further, a pair 
(x, Y)EC* x C* is called a leftmost descendant pair of a pair (u, v)EC* x C* if uL+z x 
and v,+l?; y. Let IDUCP(R) be the set of irreducible leftmost descendant pairs of 
UCP(R), i.e., IDUCP(R):= {(s, t)EIRR(R) x IRR(R) I3(p, q)EUCP(R): pL+g s and 
qL+Z t>. 
Now we are prepared to state the intended characterization theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a noetherian string-rewriting system on C, and let wgIRR(R). 
Then the following three statements are equivalent: 
(a) The system R is conJEuent on [w]~. 
(b) V(u, v)EUCP(R): SCon,(w) G Con,(w) and SCon,(w) G Con,(w). 
(c) V(u, v)EIDUCP(R): SCon,(w) G Con,(w) and SCon,(w) G Con,,(w). 
Proof. (a)+(c): Assume that R is confluent on [w-JR, and let (u, u)eIDUCP(R). 
Then u+-+gv. Now, if x #y~SCon,(w), then nR(xuy)nIRR(R)= (w}, implying that 
xvy -_R xuy ++X w. Since R is confluent on [w] R, we can conclude that xvy --+t w, i.e., 
x # yeCon,( Hence, SCon,(w) G Con,(w), and SCon,(w) E Con,,(w) is shown 
analogously. 
(c) = (b): Let (u, v)EUCP(R). Then there is an irreducible leftmost descendant pair 
(r, s)EIDUCP(R) such that u L+gr and vL+gs. Because of (c), we can deduce the 
following sequence of inclusions: SCon,(w) G SCon,(w) G Con,(w) G Con,(w), and, 
analogously, SCon,(w) c Con,,(w) is obtained. 
(b)*(a): Assume to the contrary that R is not confluent on [w]~. Then there is 
a word veIRR(R) such that v # w but v-g w. Thus, there exists an integer m 3 1 and 
words wo, wl, . . . , w,EZ* such that w=w~++~w~c)~~~~~~~w,,,=~. Since W,VE 
IRR(R), we have m>2, w1 +R w. and w,_ 1 -+R w,. Let k:=max {i 1 Wi -g w}. Then 
1 d k d m - 1, and it is easily seen that n z(wk) n IRR(R) 3 {w}. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, 
there are words x, ~EIRR(R) and a pair (u, v)EUCP(R) such that x #yESCon, and 
x # y#Con,(w), or x # y~SCon,(w) and x # y$Con,(w). In either case, this contradicts 
statement (b). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 0 
Theorem 2.3 is an improvement of a characterization given in [29]. Recall that the 
sets UCP(R) and IDUCP(R) are effectively computable if R is finite and noetherian. 
Nevertheless, it is undecidable, in general, whether a finite noetherian (in fact, even 
length-reducing) string-rewriting system is confluent on a given congruence class [29]. 
Since there is nothing special about performing reductions from left to right, we can 
define the notion of rightmost reduction similarly by performing reductions from right 
to left. We write u~+~ v if u +R u is rightmost, and by R-+E we denote the correspond- 
ing reflexive transitive closure. 
A string-rewriting system R on C is called reduced if the following holds for each 
rule (l+r)ER: l~IRR(R\{l-tr}), i.e., no left-hand side contains another left-hand side 
as a factor, and rEIRR(R). For a reduced system, the process of leftmost reduction is 
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deterministic, i.e., for each w$IRR(R), there exists a unique word z such that WL+Rz. 
Of course, the same is true for rightmost reductions. 
Finally, two string-rewriting systems R and S on the same alphabet are called 
equivalent if their induced Thue congruences coincide, i.e., ++g=+$. Obviously, 
R and S are equivalent if and only if 1 -g r holds for each rule (l-+r)~R, and p +-+g q 
holds for each rule (p+q)ES. 
In addition to the word problem, there are many other important decision prob- 
lems for finite string-rewriting systems. In this paper we will be concerned with the 
following ones: 
~ The finiteness problem 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C. 
Question: Is the monoid !I.RR presented by (C; R) finite? 
_ The group problem 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C. 
Question: Is the monoid !l.RR a grOUp? 
The free monoid problem 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C. 
Question: Is the monoid ‘%IR a free monoid? 
_ The generalized word problem 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C, a regular subset U G C*, and 
a word WEI*. 
Question: Does w E SUBM (U) hold? 
Here SUBM(U)=(uEC* ILlmaO 3uI, . . , u,EU: utt;F(ul . . u,} is the submonoid 
of %IIR that is generated by the set U. If the system R is not considered a part of the 
problem instance, we talk about the generalized word problem for R. 
_ The inclusion problem 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on C, and two regular subsets 
u, VE z*. 
Question: Is the submonoid SUBM(U) contained in the submonoid SUBM(V)? 
Again, if the system R is not a part of the problem instance, we talk about the 
inclusion problem for R. 
- The free submonoid problem 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system R on Z, and a subalphabet C1 5 C. 
Question: Is the submonoid SUBM(C1) freely generated by C1? 
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The submonoid SUBM(Ci) is freely generated by C1 if and only if +-+& X r: = id,:, 
i.e., for all x, SECT, x +-+g y if and only if x = y. This fact is equivalent to saying that the 
string-rewriting system R is a consistent extension of the trivial system RI =@ on 
x1 c301. 
Thus, the first three problems ask particular questions about the algebraic structure 
of the monoid !RIR presented by a given presentation (C; R), while the last three deal 
with certain questions concerning submonoids of ‘9JlR. They all are undecidable in 
general. On the other hand, they have all been solved for certain restricted classes of 
finite string-rewriting systems. If R is a finite, noetherian and confluent system, then 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the monoid 9Jl, and the set IRR(R). 
From R, a dfsa for the set IRR(R) can be computed in polynomial time [Proposition 
2.1(a)] and, hence, we can decide in polynomial time whether this set is finite. Thus, 
the finiteness problem is decidable in polynomial time for these systems. The same 
result holds for finite special systems that are e-confluent [33]. The group problem 
and the free monoid problem are decidable for each class E of finite string-rewriting 
systems for which the following restricted version of the unl$orm word problem can be 
solved [ZS]: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system RE& and a word WEE*. 
Question: Does w ++g e hold? 
Thus, these two problems are also decidable for the two classes of systems men- 
tioned above. The free submonoid problem is undecidable, in general, even if it is 
restricted to finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems, but it is 
decidable for finite, monadic, and confluent systems [30], and the same is true for the 
generalized word problem and the inclusion problem [S, 271. In [S], Book presents 
a class of logical formulae that he calls linear sentences. These sentences, which are 
defined syntactically, can be used to express properties of Thue congruences. We 
restate the definition of these sentences in short. 
Let C be a finite alphabet, and let V, and Vu be two disjoint countable alphabets 
such that (V, u Vu) n Z = 0. The elements of V, are called existential variables, those of 
Vu are called universal variables. Further, let = be a binary predicate symbol. 
A term is a word t@Cu VEu VU)* that does not contain both existential and 
universal variables. An atomic formula is an expression of the form s = t, where s and 
t are terms. It is called constant if neither s nor t contains a variable, existential if 
neither s nor t contains a universal variable, universal if neither s nor t contains an 
existential variable, and mixed if one of s and t contains existential variables, while the 
other contains universal variables. A linear formula F is a combination of finitely many 
atomic formulae by the operations of conjunction ( A ) and disjunction ( V ) such that 
no variable appears more than once in F. Finally, if F is a linear formula containing 
the existential variables vl, . . , V+ V, and the universal variables ui, . . . , USE Vu, then 
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are linear sentences. By LINSEN(C), we denote the set of all linear sentences over C. 
Let R be a string-rewriting system on C. If cp is a linear sentence over C containing 
the variables o1 , . . ,vp~V~uVu,andifS, ,..., S, are subsets of ,Y*, then by interpret- 
ing the predicate symbol = as the Thue congruence ++i, and by letting the variable vi 
range over the set Si (i = 1, . , p), we obtain an interpretation of the linear sentence cp. 
Thus, cp can be seen as a statement on the Thue congruence -_X and the sets 
Si, . . . , S, c C* which is either true or false. For example, the property “WE 
SUBM(U)“, where weC* and U c C*, can be expressed through the linear sentence 
3v: w-v if the set U* is taken as the domain of v. Analogously, the property 
“SUBM(U) c SUBM( V)“, where U, V G C*, is expressed through the linear sentence 
Vu 3v: u = v if the sets U* and V* are taken as the domains of the variables u and v, 
respectively. 
For a string-rewriting system R on C, the validation problem for linear sentences is 
the following decision problem: 
Instance: A linear sentence cpgLINSEN(1) containing the variables vi, .,. , 
V,E VE u vu, and regular sets Si, S2, . . . . S, G C* specified through regular 
expressions. 
Question: Is cp true under the interpretation induced by R and Si, . . , S,? 
Book [S] shows that this problem is decidable for finite, monadic, and confluent 
string-rewriting systems, and Otto and Zhang [33] show that it is decidable for finite 
special string-rewriting systems that are e-confluent. Actually, since a linear sentence 
is a statement on the Thue congruence +--+_t rather than the reduction relation -Ir(, 
this problem is, thus, decidable for each string-rewriting system that is equivalent 
to a system of one of these two types. In fact, we can generalize this result 
somewhat. 
Let RI be a string-rewriting system on some alphabet C, and let R, be a string- 
rewriting system on some alphabet C2 such that the monoids %R, and 9X2 presented by 
(C,; RI) and (C2; R2), respectively, are isomorphic. We claim that, if the validation 
problem for linear sentences is decidable for R,, then so is the validation problem for 
linear sentences for R,, i.e., the decidability of this problem is an invariant of finitely 
generated monoids. 
Indeed, let h: YX1+))322 be an isomorphism, and, for each letter ~GC,, let u, be 
a word from Cz such that u,~h([a]~,). We define a homomorphism f:cl-,Yl; 
through UHU, (uEC,). Then it is easily seen that, for all x, ~~17, x-g, y if and only if 
f(4 4, f(y). We extend this homomorphism f: C:+C,* to a homomorphism 
f:(C,u VEu VU)*+(C,u VEu VU)* by takingf(v):=v for all variables v~V,u VU. If 
Ic/ is a linear sentence over .X1 containing the variables vr, . . . , vpe VEu VU, then we 
obtain a linear sentence ~ELINSEN(C~) from $ by replacing each term w in $ by the 
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term f(w). Further, if Ti, . . , TPs CT are regular sets specified through regular 
expressions, then the sets Si :=f( T) = {f(x) 1 XE Ti}, i = 1, . . . , p, are regular subsets 
of c;, and regular expressions specifying these sets can be constructed effectively. 
Now it is straightforward to verify that the linear sentence IJ is true under the 
interpretation induced by RI and T1, . . . , T, if and only if the linear sentence cp is 
true under the interpretation induced by R2 and Si , . . . , S,. This gives the following 
result. 
Theorem 2.4. If RI and R2 are string-rewriting systems that present isomorphic 
monoids, then the validation problem for linear sentences is decidable for RI if and only zf 
it is decidable for R2, i.e., the decidability of the validation problem for linear sentences is 
an invariant property of finitely generated monoids. 
Because of the results of Book [S] and Otto and Zhang [33], this means that, if C is 
a finite alphabet, and R is a string-rewriting system on C such that the monoid ‘9JIR can 
also be presented by a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system or by 
a finite, special, and e-confluent string-rewriting system, then the validation problem 
for linear sentences is decidable for R. In fact, the complexity bounds of Book [S] and 
Otto and Zhang [33] carry over to R. Thus, for R, the validation problem for linear 
sentences is decidable in polynomial space, and, for linear sentences that do not 
contain mixed atomic formulae or that have quantifier prefix 3” Vr, the validation 
problem is decidable in polynomial time. 
3. Deciding weak confluence 
Here we establish two results. First we show that, without loss of generality, we can 
restrict our attention to finite monadic string-rewriting systems that are reduced. 
Actually, given a finite monadic system R, we construct an equivalent finite monadic 
system RI that is reduced. Observe that we do not require that the system R be 
confluent, which means that the process for constructing an equivalent reduced 
system as, e.g., presented in [ 171 does not suffice. In fact, our construction can be seen 
as a restricted form of completion, which, however, is guaranteed to terminate. In 
addition, if R is weakly confluent, then so is R,. The second result then states that 
weak confluence is a tractable property for finite monadic string-rewriting systems. 
We begin with a useful general lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R, and R2 be two string-rewriting systems on C such that 
(i) RI is noetherian, 
(ii) + R2 E -+i,, and 
(iii) IRR(R,)=IRR(R,). 
Then, for every word weC*, if RI is conjuent on [w]~,, then [w]~, =[w]~,, and Rz is 
confluent on [w]~,, too. 
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Proof. Let WEC* be such that R, is confluent on [w]~,. Then there exists a unique 
word w,EIRR(R,) such that w++RI wl. From (i) and (ii) we see that [w]~, s [w]~, , 
and that R2 is noetherian, too. Hence, for each word UE[W]~~, there is some 
VEIRR(R,) such that u -+& v. By (ii) and (iii) v = wl, implying that [w-JR, = [w]~,, and 
that R2 is confluent on [w]~,. 0 
Let > be an admissible well-founded partial ordering on C*, and let R be a finite 
string-rewriting system on Z that is compatible with this ordering. In general, there 
will not exist a reduced system RI that is equivalent to R, and that is compatible with 
the given ordering. For example, let > be the ordering by length, i.e., u > v iff 1 u[ > 1 v 1, 
and let R:= {a’+b, C&C}. Obviously, no length-reducing system can both be reduced 
and equivalent to R. The situation is different when we deal with an admissible well- 
ordering > on C*. Given a finite string-rewriting system R compatible with >, we 
will construct a finite reduced system RI that is also compatible with >, and that is 
equivalent to R. For the first stage of this construction, we need the following lemma, 
which is easily derived from Lemma 3.1 by standard techniques. 
Lemma 3.2. Let > be an admissible well-ordering on Z*, and let R be a string- 
rewriting system on C that is compatible with >. For each WEZ*, let 8 denote some 
irreducible descendant ofw. Then the string-rewriting system R,:= (l--+FI (l+r)ER} has 






R, is compatible with >, 
-+R,G +Rf> 
range(R,) c IRR(R,)=IRR(R), 
RO is equivalent to R, and 
for each word WEE*, R is conjuent on [wlR if and only if RO is. 
Actually, Lemma 3.2 remains valid even if > is just an admissible well-founded 
partial ordering. Although range (R,) E IRR(R,,), the system RO will, in general, not be 
reduced since a left-hand side of a rule of RO may contain another left-hand side as 
a factor. The second stage of our construction now takes care of this situation. We 
present the full construction in the form of an algorithm. 
Algorithm 3.3. Construction of an equivalent reduced system 
REDUCE-SYSTEM: 
INPUT: An admissible well-ordering > on C*, and a finite string-rewriting system 
R on C compatible with > ; 
begin RI.=R; 
reduce the right-hand sides of the rules of RI using the first rules applicable; 
(* By Lemma 3.2, the resulting system RI is equivalent to R, it is compatible 
with >, and range (R,) G IRR(R1) *} 
while 3(11, rI),(12, r2)ER1 3x, YEC*: 12=xlly and (xy#e or rz>rI) do 
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begin R1:=R1\{12-+r2}; 
if r2$ Ai, (xrIy) then 
begin if xrIy>r, then R,:=R, u{xr,y--+r2} 
else R,:=R,u{r2-+xr,y}; 






Based on Lemma 3.2, it is easily seen that, whenever the above algorithm termin- 
ates, it correctly computes a finite reduced string-rewriting system RI that is equiva- 
lent to the input system R, and that is compatible with the given ordering >. Thus, it 
remains to prove the termination of this algorithm. 
Let > be the admissible well-ordering on C* that is used in the above algorithm. 
We extend this ordering to an ordering of finite sets of pairs of words from C* as 
follows. 
Let x1, x2, y1,y2~Z*. We define an ordering >z on Z* XC* by setting 
(x1,x2) >2(y1,y2) if and only if x,>y, or (x,=y, and x2>y2). Obviously, >2 is 
a well-ordering. 
Now, for finite subsets Si, S2 E C* x C*, we use the multiset ordering induced by 
> 2, i.e., 
Si $ 2 Sz if and only if there exists a nonempty subset T1 c S1 and a subset 
Tz c S2 such that S2 =(S, \ T,)u T,, and, for each pair (yi, y2@TZ, there is 
a pair (xi, X~)E T1 satisfying (xi, x2) > 2 (yi, y2). 
Then $>2 is a well-ordering on the finite subsets of C* x C* [9]. Now, for all i>O, if 
Ri denotes the string-rewriting system with which the (i+ 1)st execution of the 
while-loop is entered, then Ri 9 2 Ri + 1. Hence, this while-loop is executed only a finite 
number of times, i.e., algorithm REDUCE_~SYSTEM terminates. This proves the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.4. When given as input an admissible well-ordering > on C*, and ajinite 
string-rewriting system R on 1 compatible with >, algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM 
computes a finite reduced string-rewriting system RI that is equivalent to R, and that is 
also compatible with >. 
If the given system R is monadic, and if the length-lexicographical ordering >I/ is 
used, then the reduced system RI is also monadic. In addition, if R is weakly confluent, 
then RI is obtained from the system R,= {l+fl(l+r)~R} of Lemma 3.2 by simply 
deleting those rules for which the left-hand side properly contains the left-hand side of 
another rule as a factor; hence, RI is weakly confluent, too. Thus, for each finite, 
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monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting system R, there is a finite, monadic, 
and weakly confluent system RI that is equivalent to R, and that is reduced. In fact, RI 
is uniquely determined by R as shown by the following result, which can be proved 
along the lines of the corresponding result for systems that are confluent (everywhere) 
c171. 
Theorem 3.5. Let RI and R2 be two reduced monadic and weakly confluent 
string-rewriting systems on C. If RI and R2 are equivalent, then they are, in fact, 
identical. 
Thus, for monadic and weakly confluent string-rewriting systems, reduced systems 
are normal forms. 
Theorem 3.5 rests on the fact that we associate a fixed linear ordering > with the 
alphabet C. If we change this linear ordering, we get reduced monadic and weakly 
confluent string-rewriting systems R 1 and R2 that are equivalent, and where the one is 
obtained from the other by a permutation of the alphabet Z, i.e., there is a bijection 
cr: C-+C such that R2 = (o(l)-+a(r) I (l-+r)ER,}. 
It is easily seen that for finite monadic systems algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM 
runs in polynomial time. In fact, it even gives a partial test for weak confluence. 
Indeed, if R, denotes the system R, = {l+PI (l+r)ER}, then R, (and, therewith, the 
initial system R) is not weakly confluent if, for some rules (!i, rl), (12, r2)ERo satisfying 
12=xlly and (xyfe or rz >rI), xrl y does not reduce to r2 modulo R,. Thus, the 
reduced system RI is simply the subsystem of RO obtained by deleting all rules for 
which the left-hand side properly contains the left-hand side of another rule, or the 
initial system R is not weakly confluent. In the first case, if R is weakly confluent, then 
so is RI, but also the converse implication holds, i.e., R is weakly confluent if and only 
if RI is. Thus, we can combine these observations as follows. 
Corollary 3.6. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that solves the following task: 
Input: A finite monadic string-rewriting system R on C. 
Task: Either recognize correctly that R is not weakly confluent or determine a finite 
reduced monadic system RI on 1 such that R and RI are equivalent, and R is weakly 
confluent zf and only if R 1 is. 
In the rest of this section we present a test for deciding whether a finite monadic 
string-rewriting system is weakly confluent. By Corollary 3.6, we can restrict our 
attention to finite monadic systems that are reduced. 
For the following considerations let R be a fixed system of this form. Recall from 
Section 2 that the leftmost reduction L+R induced by R is a deterministic process, and 
the same holds for the rightmost reduction R-+R. For a word xEIRR(R)\{e} and 
a symbol aECnIRR(R) or a=e, we define the set RFR(x, a) ofrightfactors of a with 
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respect to x and the set LFR(x, a) of left factors of a with respect to x as follows: 
RF,(x, a):= { ~EIRR(R) ( 3(l+a)ER: xy L+g I), and 
LFR(x, a):= {yEIRR(R) 13(1-+a)ER: yxR+g l}. 
In addition, we take RF,(e, a):= (a} and LF,(e, a):= (a}. 
The following lemma shows that these sets are regular, and that we can easily 
obtain specifications through nondeterministic finite-state acceptors for them. 
Lemma 3.7. The following task can be solved in polynomial time: 
Input: A finite reduced monadic string-rewriting system R on C, and an irreducible 
word XEC* 
Output: A collection {U,IUE(CV{~})~IRR(R)} of nfsa’s U,=(Q, C, qo, 6, q,J that 
difSer only in their accepting states such that, for each a@Cu {e})nIRR(R), U, accepts 
the language RFR(x, a). 
Proof. Let aE(Cu (e})nIRR(R). Then U,, will be the product of a dfsa 23 accepting 
the set IRR(R) and the nfsa Ca:=(Q1, C, ql, dl, qJ, which is defined as follows: 
Let Pre(x):= {x1 1 x1 is a proper prefix of x}, and let Sub(R):={2 I3u, veC*: 
uzvgdom(R)}. Then the set Qi of states of 6, is taken to be 
Q~:=(Pre(x)x(Cu{e})xSub(R))u{q,~b~(Cu{e})nIRR(R)}. 
Let x=Z?,c for some symbol CEC. Then the initial state q1 is q1 := [a,, c, e]. Finally, 
the transition function d1 is given through the following equations: 
(1) hl([xl, b, 11], d)={ [x1, b, l,d]} if xlbl,dEIRR(R) and l,dESub(R), 
(2) 61(Cx1, b, ld, 43 C--Q, 9, el if xlblld L-+R+ x2g and xzgEIRR(R), 
(3) d,(CXi> b> 111,43q, if (x,blld+g)ER or xlblldL+R+ 1 for 
some rule (l+g)ER. 
Obviously, (5, can be constructed in polynomial time from R and x. Thus, according 
to the results presented in Section 2, the nfsa U,=% x C;, can be obtained in poly- 
nomial time. It remains to prove the following claim. 
Claim. Let ~EIRR(R). Then qaEcY1 ([.?Z,, c, e], y) if and only if there is a rule (l+a)ER 
such that xy,+il. 
Proof. Assume first that xy L-+g 1 for some rule (l+a)~R. Then there exist words 
wg, WI, . ..) WkEZ * and rules (lO~rO),...,(lk_l -+rk_ l)~R such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) xy=woL~R~lL~R~~~L~R~k~l, 
(ii) Wi=Xiliyi and Wi+l=XiriJ’ifOr SOme words XO,...,X~-~,~O,...,Y~-~E~*, 
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where xc is a proper prefix of x, xi is a prefix of xi _ I for i > 0, y. is a proper suffix of y, 
and yi is a suffix of yi-i for i>O. 
From the definition of the transition relation dl, it can now be easily verified that, 
on input y, 6, can simulate the above sequence of leftmost reductions, i.e., 
q~&(Cgi, c, el, Y), 
Conversely, if qaEdl( [I?~, c, e], y), then (5, necessarily mimics a reduction sequence 
of the above form, i.e., xy,-+~l for some rule (l+a)~R. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3.7. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.7 (conclusion). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.7. 0 
Analogously, the sets LFR(x, a) can be shown to be regular. Using the regular sets of 
the form RF,(x, a) and LFa(x, a), a syntactical characterization can be derived for 
those reduced monadic string-rewriting systems that are weakly confluent. By 
Theorem 2.3, a reduced monadic system R on C is weakly confluent if and only if, for 
each aerange(R) and each pair (p, q)EIDUCP(R), the set SCon,(a) is contained in 
Con,(u), and SCon,(u) is contained in Con,(u). For these inclusions syntactical 
conditions can be established. For example, let uerange(R), let (p, q)EIDUCP(R), and 
let x # yESCon,( Then x and y are irreducible, and xpq -i a. By analyzing this 
reduction sequence in detail, we see that it must be of one of the following two forms: 
_ either the factor p is completely used up in the reduction process, i.e., x=x1x2x3, 
~=~1~2~3,andy=y,y,y, suChthatX,p,.~X~,p,y,~-‘~C,(X2bp2CY2~d)~R,and 
x,dy, -R a, or 
~ a is already a factor of p which is not touched in the reduction process, i.e., p = p1 up2 
such that xp, R -tge and p2yL+l?;e. 
In the former case x3eLFR(p1, b) and y3eRFR(p3, c), and, in order for R to be weakly 
COnflUCnt, n i(X2X3qy3y2)f-I IRR(R) ImISt be {d} SinCe X2X3qy3y2 ++g X2X3py3y2 = 
X2X3p1p2p3y3y2 -t X2bp2Cy2 +;d. Thus, we obtain the condition that 
ng(x2.LFR(p1, b).q.RF,(p3, c).y,)nIRR(R)={d}. In the second case we have 
xgLF,(p,,e) and y~RF,(p~,e) and, hence, we obtain the condition that 
a;r((LFR(p~, e).q.RF(pz, e))nIRR(R)=(a). 
In this way, we get a collection of syntactical conditions stating that certain regular 
sets must contain only particular irreducible words. For obtaining this collection of 
conditions, all pairs (p, q)EIDUCP(R) and all possible factorizations p=plp2p3 or 
p=pIup2 must be considered. The syntactical characterization thus obtained is a 
direct, though technically involved, generalization of a characterization of e-conflu- 
ence for special systems [32]. 
Each of the above syntactical conditions can be checked in polynomial time by 
Lemma 3.7. If the system R is finite, then only polynomially many conditions are 
involved, which yields the following decidability result. 
Proposition 3.8. It is decidable in polynomial time whether a jinite monadic string- 
rewriting system is weakly conjluent. 
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This extends a result of Otto [32], where it is shown that it is decidable in 
polynomial time whether a finite special string-rewriting system R is confluent 
on Celft. 
4. Some undecidability results for weakly confluent monadic string-rewriting systems 
For finite special string-rewriting systems that are e-confluent, all the decision 
problems listed in Section 2 are decidable [33]. Thus, for finite special systems, the 
property of e-confluence is very useful. Is the property of weak confluence as useful for 
finite monadic systems? Here we shall answer this question in the negative by 
presenting some undecidability results for finite monadic string-rewriting systems that 
are weakly confluent. We begin with a simple example that already indicates some of 
the technical problems. 
If R is a finite, special, and e-confluent system, then [w]~ n IRR(R) is a finite set for 
each word WEZ*, and if L E C* is a regular set, then so is the set [L],nIRR(R) [33]. 
For finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting systems, the situation is 
quite different, as shown by the following example. 
Example 4.1. Let C= {a, b} and R= {aba+b}. Then [elR= (e>, [alR={a), and 
[blR= {anban /n>Oj, implying that R is indeed weakly confluent. However, 
[b31R = {aibajbukbu” 1 i, j, k, n 3 0 such that i-j = n - k} and, hence, [b31R n IRR(R) = 
{unb3u” 1 n >O}, which is not only infinite, but even nonregular. 
This shows that finite, monadic, and weakly confluent systems will confront us with 
problems not encountered with finite, special, and e-confluent systems. In fact, many 
problems that are decidable for the latter kind of systems will turn out to be 
undecidable for the former. These undecidability results will be proved by a construc- 
tion that allows one to simulate the computations of a Turing machine through 
a finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting system. We now present this 
construction. 
Let M = (Q, C, b, r, qo, qh, 6) be a single-tape Turing machine (TM), where Q de- 
notes the finite set of states, C is the input alphabet, b$C is the distinguished blank 
symbol, r 2 C u {b} is the tape alphabet, qOeQ is the initial state, qheQ is the halting 
state, and 6 is the transition function. 
A configuration of M is a word of the form uquv, where u, VET*, UET, and qEQ. By 
l=M we denote the single-step computation relation that M induces on the set of 
configurations, and by l= & we denote its reflexive and transitive closure. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that A4 satisfies the following technical restrictions: 
(1) M halts if and only if it enters state qh, i.e., the transition function 6 has the 
following form: 
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Here J. and p denote the operations of moving M’s read/write head one cell to the left 
or to the right, respectively. 
(2) When it is started with an initial configuration qow, WEZ*, then M will not 
move its head to the left of the initial head position, and if M halts eventually, then its 
tape is empty, and its head has returned to its initial position. 
Thus, L(M), the language accepted by M, can be described as L(M)= 
{WEE* I qow k iti q,,b). 
As a first step in our intended construction, we now define a finite string-rewriting 
system T:= TIM that will simulate the TM M. This system will not be monadic; 
however, we shall construct a finite monadic system S:= SM from Tin a second step. 
Let r’ be a new set of letters that is in one-to-one correspondence with r, and let 
’ : T*-+T’* denote the obvious isomorphism. Further, let I$, $be two additional letters, 
and let Q’:= {[q, a] 1 qEQ, air} be another new alphabet. We assume that all the 
various alphabets considered are pairwise-disjoint. Finally, let sZ:= Q’ u T’u r u { 4, $}. 
Then we will encode a configuration uqav of M by all the words in the set 
{6~‘Cwd~b“$I~~~}. 
Now T:= TIM is the finite string-rewriting system on s2 that consists of the following 
two groups of rules: 
(1) [p, a]d’tc’[q, d] for all dEr, if 6(p, a)=(q, c, p); 
(2) d’[p, a]++[q, d]c for all d’Er’, if 6(p, a)=(q, c, %). 
This construction is similar to the standard way of simulating a TM through 
a string-rewriting system [S]. The following lemma states that T does indeed simulate 
the TM M. Its proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.2. For each aeC and WEE*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) aweL(M), i.e., M halts on input aw eventually. 
(2) 3k30: $[qo, a]wbk$+$[qh, b]b’“‘+k$. 
NOW we define a finite monadic string-rewriting system S:=Sw. For this we need 
some more additional letters. So, we take 
l7:=au {R(p, a, d) I ~EQ, aEr such that 6(p, a)=(q, C, p), der) 
u{L(d,p,a)Ip~Q, aEr such that 6(p,a)=(q,~,i),d~r), 
and define S:=SM on ll as follows: 
(1) ~‘R(P, a, +Cp, al for all der 
R(p, a, d)d-+Cq, 4 for all dEr 
if QJ, 4 = (4, c, A 
(2) d’-W, P, ++Cq> dl 
Ud, P, a)~-+CP, al 
for all dEr 
for all der if @P, 4 = (4, C, 4. 
Since S is defined on a larger alphabet than T, these two systems cannot be 
equivalent. Nevertheless, they are closely related, as we shall see in the following. 
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Lemma 4.3. T=CP(S), i.e., T is the set of critical pairs of S. 
Proof. From the form of the rules of S, we see that S only admits the following 
overlaps between its rules: 
(1) if 6(p, a)=(q, c, p), and JET: 
c’R_ 
J \ 
CP, ald C’CCL 4, 
(2) if 6(p, a)=(q, c, A), and dsT: 
dk(d, p, a); 
d’l!T ,a Cq, dl c. 
Thus, T=CP(S). 0 
Hence, -F c t+z, i.e., S can simulate T. In fact, we have the following correspond- 
ence between ++F and -_s*. 
Lemma 4.4. +$ = ++s* IQ* x Q*, i.e., for all x, y~s2*, x&y if and only if x-d y. 
Proof. It remains to prove that, for all x, y~s2*, if x+$ y, then x-3~. Following 
Huet [14], we call the string-rewriting system S conjluent modulo T, if, for all x, yin*, 
x -z, T y implies that there exist u, u~I7* such that x -z u t$ v z+ y. Now S has this 
property if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied [14, Lemma 2.81: 
(A) For all x, y, ZEN*, if x +,y and x +sz, then there are U, v~I7* such that 
y+s*u+$v~tz,and 
(B) for all x, y, z~17*, if x +sy and xt+z, then there are u, v~17* such that 
y+;utt*,v,*cz. 
By Lemma 4.3, T= CP(S). Thus, if x --+s y and x js z, then either y = spt and z = sqt 
for some critical pair (p, q) of S, implying that y ++z, or x=rl,&t, y=rrIslzt and 
z=rl,sr2t for some rules (lI+rl), (12+r2)~S. In this situation, y +,rrIsr2ts+ z. Thus, 
S satisfies condition (A). 
Concerning condition (B), it can easily be checked that the left-hand side of no rule 
of S overlaps with any side of any rule of T. Thus, whenever y s+- x “T z, x = plsut or 
x=puslt for some rules (l-+r)ES and (u ++v)E T. In the former case, y=prsut and 
z=plsvt and, so, y+-+,prsvt sc z; in the latter case, y=pusrt and z=pvslt and, so, 
y++pusrt scz. Thus, S satisfies condition (B) as well, i.e., S is indeed confluent 
modulo T. 
Now, let x, y~s2*, satisfying x++f y. Since S is confluent modulo T, there exist 
u, u~:17* such that x -+g u +-+Fu$c y. However, Q* G IRR(S) and, hence, x=u and 
y=v. Thus, x+$y, i.e., ++S*IQ*xo*=tfF. 0 
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Since the system T contains length-preserving rules only, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 yield 
the following result. 
Corollary 4.5. For each aeC and WEC*, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) awEL(M). 
(2) Sk, 1~0: QCqo,alwbk$4QCqh, blb’$. 
Thus, the finite monadic string-rewriting system S does actually simulate the TM 
M. To complete the construction, it remains to show the following. 
Lemma 4.6. The jinite monadic string-rewriting system S is weakly confluent. 
Proof. Since S is reduced, and since dam(S) G (ZI\range(S))*, i.e., no letter occurs 
both in the left-hand side of a rule of S and as the right-hand side of a rule of S, we have 
[a]s=(a)u{l~(l-ta)ES} f or all aeZ7 u {e}. Hence, S is indeed weakly confluent. 0 
Let aeC and WEZ*. With the word aw we associate the following existential linear 
sentence over II: 
3u 3~: QCqo,alwu$-QCqh,blv$. 
If we fix the domains for the existential variables u and v to be the regular set {b}*, 
then this linear sentence is true as a statement on +-$ if and only if awEL(M) 
(Corollary 4.5). Thus, if M is a Turing machine with an undecidable halting problem, 
it is undecidable, in general, whether a linear sentence is true as a statement on +$. 
Hence, we have derived the following undecidability result. 
Theorem 4.7. There exists a jinite monadic string-rewriting system S such that S is 
weakly conjluent, but the validation problem for (existential) linear sentences is undecid- 
able for S. 
In fact, we can derive an even stronger undecidability result. To this end, we define 
another finite monadic string-rewriting system R:= R, as follows: R:=SMu {b$+$). 
Then R has the following properties. 
Lemma 4.8. (a) R is weakly conjuent. 
(b) For each aEC and WEZ*, aweL(M) ifand only ifft[qo, a]w$-$$[qh, b]$. 
Proof. (a) It is easily seen that [plR = [pls for all PE(II- ($1)~ {e}. Further, 
[$lR = {b”$l m>O}, and b”$+jj $ for all m>O. Thus, R is, in fact, weakly confluent. 
To prove (b), we prove the following claims. 
Claim 1. For each aEC and WEC*, ifaw~L(M), then Q[qO, a] w$++i$[q,,, b]$. 
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Proof of Claim 1. By Corollary 4.5, there exist integers k, 120 such that 
KG, al wbk$ 4 k,, blb’$. Hence, $Ce, al 4% $Ce, 4 wbk$4 4fqh, bl b’$-+ii 
+[a,, bl$. 0 
Claim 2. For each ~EC and WEC*, if$[qo, a]w$++g$[qh, b]$, then aw~L(A4). 
Proof of Claim 2. Let $[qo, a]w$=+&[qO, a]v,b’“$~,Qu’i [qi, a,]vlbi’$+-+,~~~ 
ttR+&[q,, a,]o,b’“$ =$[q,,, b]$ be an R-derivation. Then there exists an index 
PE(O, 1, ... 9 n} such that (u~l+Iup(+ip is maximal. Forj=O, l,...,n, let kj:=(lu;J+ 
(“cI+i,)-(lU;l+IUjI+ij). Then $Cqo, alwbk”$ =tubCqo, alvob i”+k”$~S*w~C41, 
a,]u,b”+k’$++; ... +-$ $u;[q,, a,]v,binCkn $= $[q,,, b] bkn$, where each part of this 
S-derivation consists of 0 or 1 S-step. Hence, by Corollary 4.5, aweL(M). 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.8 (conclusion). This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.8. 0 
Thus, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.9. There exists a finite monadic string-rewriting system R that is weakly 
confluent, but that has an undecidable word problem. In fact, there is a word u such that 
the membership problem for the congruence class [ulR is undecidable. 
Finally, let us consider the free submonoid problem (cf. Section 2). This problem is 
a restriction of the following problem, called the problem of consistency: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system RI on an alphabet Ci, and a finite 
string-rewriting system R2 on an alphabet C2 1 Ci. 
Question: Is R2 a consistent extension of RI, i.e., does ++&(r; XZ; = -_8, hold? 
Lemma 4.4 shows that the string-rewriting system S = SM is a consistent extension 
of the system T= TM. As shown in [30], the problem of consistency is decidable if it is 
restricted to string-rewriting systems RI and R2 such that RI has a decidable word 
problem, and Rz is finite, monadic, and confluent, or RI presents a group with 
a decidable word problem, and R2 is finite, monadic, and e-confluent. On the other 
hand, the free submonoid problem is undecidable, in general, even for finite monadic 
systems. The construction which led to Theorem 4.9 can now be used to extend this 
undecidability result to finite monadic systems that are weakly confluent. 
Let R:=R, be the string-rewriting system on n constructed before Lemma 4.8. 
Obviously, each word will* has a unique factorization of the following form: 
W’U~l_l~U~ . . . v,u,, 
where the factors vi, . . , II,,, are maximal factors of w that are from the set {e, 4). r’*. 
Q”.T*.{e,$}, and u~,u~,...,u,E(~-Q”)*. Here Q”:=Q’u{R(~,~,~)I~EQ,uET 
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such that 6(p, a)=(q, c, p), d~r}u{L(d, p, a)IpQ, UET such that 6(p, a)=(q, c, A), 
d or}. Further, if w -t w’, then w’ has the corresponding factorization 
w’=ubv;u; . . . v;u;, 
wherev*~v:fori=l,...,m,anduj*~_su~forj=O, l,...,m.Basedonthisobserva- 
tion, we can prove the following characterization. 
Lemma 4.10. Let Cl:= (4 $, [qO, a], [q,,, b]}, w h ere a is a jxed letter chosen from C. 
Then 41~: x~ ;=idx: ifund only ifu$L(M). 
Proof. If EL(M), then $[qO, a] $+-+_t &[qh, b] $ by Lemma 4.8 (b); hence, +& Xx: # 
idE:. To prove the converse implication, assume that +-+t 1~: XZ: #idI:, and let 
w, w’ECT such that wf w’ but w-g w’. According to the observation above, w 
and w’ can be factored as w =uovlul . . . v,u, and w’=u~v~u~ .. . v~u~, where 
vi, . ..) v,, v;, . ..) &E{e, 4). {Ce,, ~1, CqaT bl).{e, $> and ~0, ul, . . . , u,, 4, u;, . . . . 
u~E{c$, $>*. Further, Ui++gOi for i=l, . . . . m and Ujtf&sUi forj=O, l,..., m. Since 
R--S=(b$+$), we see that Uj=Ul,j=O, 1, . . . . m. Hence, w#w’ implies that there 
exists an index iE{l,..., m} such that oi#v:. Since $- and $-symbols can neither be 
generated nor deleted, this means that Vi begins with a 4 -symbol if and only if vi does, 
and vi ends with a $-symbol if and only if vi does. Thus, vi = a. [qO, a]. /? and 
v;=cc.[q,, b1.8, where NE{e, 4} and /?E{e, $}, or vice versa. Since Vi -_t vi, we also 
have 4[q,,, u]$tft$[qh, b]$, which implies that UEL(M) by Lemma 4.8(b). 0 
Fix a letter a. Given a single-tape TM M = (Q, C, b, r, qo, qh, 6) such that UEC, the 
string-rewriting system R = RM can be constructed effectively. Since it is undecidable, 
in general, whether a TM M accepts on input a, Lemma 4.10 yields the following 
undecidability result. 
Theorem 4.11. The free submonoid problem is undecidable for finite, monadic, and 
weakly conjuent string-rewriting systems. 
Comparing this undecidability result with the decidability results of [30] mentioned 
above, we observe that the trivial system RI = 0 on C, certainly has a decidable word 
problem, but it does not present a group unless C, =0. Thus, this additional hypo- 
thesis is crucial for the decidability of the problem of consistency restricted to finite, 
monadic, and e-confluent systems R2. 
5. Some decidability results for context-free groups 
In the previous section we have seen that many decision problems are undecidable 
for finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting systems. On the other hand, 
since the free monoid problem reduces to the task of determining all letters that are 
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congruent to the empty word [28], this problem is decidable for these systems, in fact, 
in linear space. Further, the monoid ‘%RR presented by a finite, monadic, and e- 
confluent string-rewriting system R on C is a group if and only if RF,(a, e) # 8 for each 
letter aECnIRR(R). By Lemma 3.7, these sets are regular, and nfsas for them can be 
constructed in polynomial time. Thus, the group .problem is tractable for the class of 
finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting systems. In what follows, we will be 
concerned with some decision problems for the class of finite, monadic, and e- 
confluent string-rewriting systems that present groups. The class of groups thus 
presented has been characterized algebraically as well as through language-theoretic 
means. 
Let R be a finite string-rewriting system on C such that the monoid llJz, is a group. 
This group is called context-free if the congruence class [elR E Z* is a context-free 
language. The class of context-free groups, which is defined through a language- 
theoretic property, has been characterized algebraically by Muller and Schupp [22] 
using a result of Dunwoody [l 11. 
Theorem 5.1. Ajnitely generated group is context-free if and only ifit is virtually free. 
A group 8 is called virtually free if it contains a free subgroup of finite index. If R is 
a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system on C, then [elR = V X(e) and, 
hence, [elR is a context-free language [4]. Thus, if a group ‘$RmR is presented by a finite, 
monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system R, then ‘JJ1, is a context-free group. 
In fact, the following characterization holds. 
Theorem 5.2 (Autebert et al. Cl]). A group 8 has a presentation of the form (Z; R), 
where R is ajnite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system on C, if and only if 
8 is a jinitely generated context-free group. 
In what follows, we shall show that all the decision problems listed in Section 
2 become decidable when they are restricted to finite, monadic, and e-confluent 
string-rewriting systems presenting groups. Thus, all these problems are decidable for 
context-free groups. In fact, we shall see that the presentations involving finite, 
monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting systems provide a uniform approach for 
solving them. 
In Section 3 we have seen that the process of reducing a finite, monadic, and weakly 
confluent string-rewriting system R involves the following two simple steps only: 
(1) Replace each right-hand side by some irreducible descendant of it. 
(2) Delete each rule the left-hand side of which properly contains the left-hand side 
of another rule. 
Now let R be a finite monadic string-rewriting system on C that is e-confluent, and 
let the finite monadic system R,, be obtained from R through the above two steps. 
Then RO is reduced, [elR=[elR,, and RO is e-confluent by Lemma 3.1. In general, 
R and RO will not be equivalent. For example, consider the system R = (abc-4 ab-+a}. 
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The two steps above result in the system R0 = {ab-+a}, which obviously is not equivalent 
to R. However, if the monoid 9JIR presented by (C; R) is a group, the situation is different, 
since in this case [elR = [elR, already implies that ++z = tf&, i.e., R0 is equivalent to R. 
Thus, when we consider a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system 
presenting a group, the two steps (1) and (2) above still suffice to reduce this system. In 
particular, when talking about finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting sys- 
tems presenting groups, we may always assume that these systems are reduced. 
Lemma 3.7 shows that, for each word xEIRR(R)\{e}, the set RF,(x,e)= 
{ JxIRR(R) /3(l+e)ER: xy L+ Xl} is regular if R is a finite reduced monadic string- 
rewriting system. In fact, from R and x, an nfsa for this set can be constructed in 
polynomial time. If, in addition, R is e-confluent, then RFR(x, e) = { JxIRR(R) 1 xy -z e}, 
i.e., RF,(x, e) simply consists of all irreducible right inverses of x. 
Consider, e.g., the finite monadic string-rewriting system R=(ab+a, ac-+e} on 
C = {a, b, c}. This system is confluent and, therewith, it is, in particular, e-confluent. 
Further, IRR(R)= {b, ~}*.{a}*, while RF,(u, e)= {b)*.(c). Thus, in general, the sets 
of the form RFR(x, e) are infinite. However, this changes when we restrict our 
attention to finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting systems that present 
groups. 
Lemma 5.3. Let R be a finite, monadic, and e-con$uent string-rewriting system on 
C such that the monoid ‘3JlnR is a group. Then, for each word XEC+, the set 
{~EIRR(R) 1 xy +-+g e} is finite. 
Proof. Let x0 be an irreducible word such that x,, -g x. Then ( ~EIRR(R) 1 xy +-+i e} = 
{YEIRR(R) I XOY -$ e}. If x0 = e, this set contains only the word e, otherwise, it is the 
set RF,(xo, e), which is regular by Lemma 3.7. Assume that RF,(xo, e) is infinite. 
Then, by the pumping lemma for regular sets, RFR(xO, e) contains a subset of the form 
{uuiw ( i>,O}, where UEC+. Thus, ~~~~~++~e~~x~uw, hich implies that v+-+ge, 
since ‘9JIR is a group. Hence, u+ge, contradicting the fact that RFR(xO, e) contains 
irreducible words only. Thus, the set {YEIRR(R) 1 xy ++ge) is finite for each word 
XEC+. 0 
Let R be a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system on Z, let 
aeC be irreducible, and let ~EIRR(R) be such that ay+ze, where lyl is minimal 
with this property. Then uy=uu, . ..~.-*~b~u~...u,~~...-‘~b~_~U,~~e for 
some r> 1, where bi, , ~,_,EC, and (uui+bi), (blu2-+b2), . . , (b,-2~,-l+br-1), 
(br- lu,+e)~R. From the minimality of y, we see that all the letters a, bl, . . . , b,- 1 are 
pairwise-distinct and, so, r< 1Zl. Thus, lyl clZI.2, where A:=max{ l/l Il~dom(R)}. 
Hence, if !IRR is a group, then, for each letter UEC, there exists an irreducible word 
u,EC* such that ju,I<lCI.& and au,+ie. Define a function -‘:C*+C* through 
e-‘:=e, and(wa)-‘:=u,w -i for all WEC* and aEC. Then ww-l --+g e t- w-iw for all 
wEC* ie 2 . ., w-l. IS a formal inverse of w. From R and C this function can be constructed 
in polynomial time. Since for all U, EC*, u-g v if and only if uu- ’ -X e, we thus have 
the following result. 
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Theorem 5.4. The following problem is decidable in polynomial time: 
Instance: A finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system R on C such that 
the monoid llJz, is a group, and two words u, VEC*. 
Question: Does u -R v hold? 
Theorem 5.4 shows that the uniform word problem for context-free groups is 
decidable in polynomial time if these groups are presented through finite, monadic, 
and e-confluent string-rewriting systems. In fact, a careful analysis reveals that the 
word problem for a fixed system R of this form is decidable in time 0( 1 UI + 1 vi), while 
the uniform word problem is decidable in time 0(( IuI + [VI). 1 R12), where 
IRI=LiomwI~I~ 
Now, for a word WEC*, let I,(w) denote the set of all irreducible words that are 
congruent to w, i.e., Ia = [w-JR n IRR(R). For finite, monadic, and weakly confluent 
string-rewriting systems, in general, sets of this form can be nonregular, as we saw in 
Example 4.1. However, for finite, monadic, and e-confluent systems presenting groups, 
the situation is different. 
Lemma 5.5. Let R be a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system on 
C such that the monoid 1)32n is a group. Then the set In(w) isjnite for each word WEC*. 
Proof. Let wEC+. Since ‘9.RR is a group, there exists an irreducible word v such that 
VW-~ e. Now let xel,(w), i.e., xeIRR(R) and x +-+l?; w.Then vx -R VW +-+X e, implying 
that zR(w) c {yeIRR(R) I y v -$ e}. By Lemma 5.3, this latter set is finite, and, thus, so 
is the set ZR(w). 0 
Since each congruence class contains finitely many irreducible words only, the 
monoid YJImR is finite if and only if the set IRR(R) is finite. This gives the following 
decidability result. 
Corollary 5.6. For finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting systems presenting 
groups, the finiteness problem is decidable in polynomial time. 
One of the main technical results of this section is now obtained as a generalization 
of Lemma 5.5. For a regular set S E C*, let I,(S) denote the set ZR(S):= [S],nIRR(R). 
Since ZR(S) =I,( A g(S)n IRR(R)), and since the set A i(S) nIRR(R) is regular, if the 
set S is regular, we can restrict our attention in the sequel to regular sets S of 
irreducible words. 
Lemma 5.7. Let R be a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system on 
C such that the monoid YXR is a group. Then, for each regular set S G C*, the set Z,(S) 
is regular. In addition, from R and an nfsa for the set S, an nfsa for ZR(S) can be 
constructed in polynomial time. 
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Proof. Let S G IRR(R) be a regular set that is specified through some nfsa U1. Since 
the monoid %IImR is a group, we can determine a homomorphism - ’ : C* +C* such that 
ww-l i+;?;e++tw -iw holds for each word WEE*. Let S-‘:={w-l( WES}, and let 
INV(S) c C* be defined through INV(S):= A t(S- ‘) n IRR(R). Then this set INV(S) 
satisfies the following properties: 
(i) VUES &EINV(S): uu -I e -_t vu. 
(ii) VaeINV(S) 3~~s: uu ++ge++g vu. 
(iii) The set INV(S) is regular, and from U, and R, an nfsa U2 for this set can be 
constructed in polynomial time. 
For each nonempty word WEIRR(R), the following statements are equivalent: 
WEIR iff 3~6s: u HX w, 
iff ~uEINV(S): wvttge (by properties (i) and (ii) above), 
iff ~uEINV(S): WE +j!je (since R is e-confluent). 
For each pair of letters a, bEC, there are only finitely many irreducible words 
z satisfying bz -+g a. In fact, if ZEIRR(R) satisfies bz -R a, then IzI d A. 1 Cl, where 
E,:=max{ III lI~dom(R)}. To see this, assume that Izl>A~lCl. Since z is irreducible, 
bz +:a implies that there exist CEC and z1,z2,z3~C*,z2#e, such that z=z1z2z3, 
bzl + t c, cz2 -g c, and cz3 -+ X a. Since )132, is a group, cz2 -+X c implies that z2 -g e, 
and since R is e-confluent, this yields that z2 -t e, contradicting the fact that z is 
irreducible. 
If w, EIRR(R) satisfy wu +ie, then w and v can be factored as follows: 
~ w=y,...y,Yo, and 
- u=xozox~z~ . . . x,z, 
such that (yoxo+bl)ER, blzo +Ra,cZu{e}, (y,alxl+b2)~R, b2z1 -+~a,ECu{e}, . . . , 
(YW la,,-ix,-i+,,)~R, b,zmel +~a,ECu{e}, (ymamxm+bm+dER, and 
b ,,,+ 1z, -g e. If bi =e for some i, then zi- i =e and ai= e, too. Using the above 
observation that there are only finitely many irreducible words z satisfying bz -2 a for 
any pair a, bg C, we can construct a generalized sequential machine (gsm) 6 such that, 
for each word WEC*, the set B(w) of possible outputs of 6 on input w is the following: 
@J(w)= 
* 8 if w is reducible modR, 
{e} if w=e, 
{vl3??EN3y,,y, )...) y&Z+3xo )...) x,,zg )..., Z&C* 
3b b I,..., ,+1,a1, ... 2 a,EZu{e}: w=y,...y,y,, 
~=p(z,)p(x,) . . . p(zo)p(xo), (yoxo+b,kR> (y,wl+bz)~ 
R, . . . ,(ymamx,+b,+&R, blzo+;ul, . . . . bmzm-1 +;a,,,, 
. and b ,,,+ 1z, -X e} if wEIRR(R)\{e}. 
Here p : .X*+.X* denotes the function reversal. 
Now ZR(S)nC+={wIp(8(w))nTNV(S)#@}nZt. Since p((ti(e))={e}, and since 
ecINV(S) if and only if eEl,(S), we see that ZR(S)={w Ip(B(w))nINV(S)#@}= 
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{w 1 %q(INV(S)): VEX} = K’(p(INV(S))). Thus, the set ZR(S) is indeed regular, 
and an nfsa U3 for this set can be constructed in polynomial time. 0 
Using Lemma 5.7, we can now carry over Book’s [S] original proof of the 
decidability of the validation problem for linear sentences from finite, monadic, and 
confluent string-rewriting systems to finite, monadic, and e-confluent systems presen- 
ting groups. In fact, let cp be a linear sentence over C containing the variables 
01, ... 3 vP~VEv VU, and let S1, . . . . S, E C* be regular sets. Assume that cp contains 
only the single atomic formula ti = t2. With tl and t2 we can associate regular sets T, 
and T2, respectively, by replacing each variable occurrence of a variable Vj in ti by the 
corresponding regular set Sj. Then the validity of cp under the interpretation induced 
byRandSr,..., S,can be expressed in terms of the regular sets ZR(T1) and Z,(TJ. For 
example, if the atomic formula tl E t2 is existential, then cp is true under the interpreta- 
tion induced by R and Sr , . . . , S, if and only if IR(T1) n I,(T,) #8, and the similar for 
the other cases. This gives the following result. 
Theorem 5.8. The validation problem for linear sentences with respect to a finite, 
monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system presenting a group is decidable. 
It should be noted that the complexity results of Book [S] remain valid in this 
setting (cf. the remark following Theorem 2.4). 
Corollary 5.9. The validation problem for linear sentences is decidable for finitely 
generated context-free groups. 
Thus, if (C; R) is a finitely generated presentation of a context-free group, then there 
is an algorithm that solves uniformly all those decision problems for (C; R) that can be 
expressed through linear sentences. The generalized word problem and the inclusion 
problem are examples of decision problems that can be expressed in this way 
(cf. Section 2). 
There is one other decidability result that we want to discuss in short, and for which 
we need the following notions. 
Let R be a string-rewriting system on C. A word WEC* presents a nontrivial 
idempotent of the monoid 9.XR if it satisfies e ++g w ++t w2. More generally, w presents 
a nontrivial element of$nite order of mmR if w +g e, but there are integers k 2 0 and n 2 1 
such that wk+” -g wk holds. If !IJIR does not contain any nontrivial elements of finite 
order, then YJIR is said to be torsion-free. 
In general, it is undecidable whether a monoid ‘9JmR that is given through a finite 
presentation (C; R) contains a nontrivial idempotent, or whether it contains a non- 
trivial element of finite order. On the other hand, Narendran and Otto [23] have 
shown that both these problems are decidable in polynomial time when they are 
restricted to presentations that involve finite, length-reducing, and confluent string- 
rewriting systems. While it is open whether the former problem is also decidable for 
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the class of presentations that involve finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string- 
rewriting systems (in fact, we conjecture that it is undecidable in this setting), the 
arguments of [23, Section 43 easily carry over to finite, monadic, and e-confluent 
systems that present groups. In particular, this yields the following decidability result. 
Theorem 5.10. The following problem is decidable in polynomial time: 
Instance: AJinite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system R on C such that 
!JJI, is a group, and a word UEC*. 
Question: Is u an element ofjinite order of R? 
Further, it can be shown that, if R is a finite, monadic, and e-confluent system on 
C such that the monoid ‘!JJIR is a group, then this monoid contains an element of finite 
order if and only if there is a prefix u of the left-hand side of a rule of R such that 
u presents an element of finite order. Hence, we get the following from Theorem 5.10. 
Theorem 5.11. It is decidable in polynomial time whether a group ‘9JIR that is given 
through a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system is torsion-free. 
Since a virtually free group is a free group if and only if it is torsion-free, we can state 
this result also in the following form. 
Corollary 5.12. The following problem is decidable in polynomial time: 
Instance: Afinite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system R on C such that 
mmR is a group. 
Question: Is !VImR a free group? 
In this section we have so far dealt only with finite monadic string-rewriting systems 
that present groups, and that are e-confluent. How do these systems relate to finite, 
monadic, and weakly confluent systems presenting groups? Are there Thue congruen- 
ces that can be presented by the former but not by the latter kind of systems? And, on 
the other hand, are there decision problems that can easily be solved for the latter but 
not for the former kind of systems? Based on Lemma 5.5, we now show that these two 
kinds of systems are, in fact, very closely related. 
Theorem 5.13. Let R be a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system on 
C such that the monoid !UIn is a group. Then there exists a finite monadic string-rewriting 
system R, on C that is weakly confluent and equivalent to R. In fact, RO can be 
determined ejhectively from R. 
Proof. Let R be a finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting system on C pre- 
senting a group, and let aEC such that R is not confluent on [alR. By Lemma 5.5, the 
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set ZR(a) is finite, say IR(a)= {a, ui, . . . , uk}. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
thatui&Feufori=l,..., k, where >te denotes the length-lexicographical ordering on 
C*. Consider the string-rewriting system RI := R u {ul +a, . . , uk--m}. Then R, is 
finite and monadic and, obviously, -g, = -i, i.e., R and RI are equivalent. For each 
word WE[U]~,, we have w +:a, or w +gUi +R, a for some ie{l, . . . , k}. Thus, RI is 
confluent on [alR,. Finally, let bECu {e} such that R is confluent on [blR. Since 
R E RI, and since R and R, are equivalent, we can conclude that RI is confluent on 
[blR,, too. Thus, by iterating this process, we eventually get a finite monadic string- 
rewriting system R, on C such that R, is equivalent to R, and R,, is confluent on [u]~, 
for all aECu {e}. 0 
Hence, we can conclude from Theorem 5.2 that a group 8 has a presentation of the 
form (C; R), where R is a finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting system 
on C if and only if Q is a finitely generated context-free group [l]. 
6. A specialized completion procedure for monadic string-rewriting 
systems presenting groups 
Each finitely presented group 8 has a presentation through some finite special 
string-rewriting system. If 8 is context-free, then it even has a presentation through 
some finite monadic string-rewriting system that is weakly confluent. As we just saw, 
many decision problems can be solved in a uniform way for context-free groups that 
are given through presentations of this form. Thus, given a context-free group 
8 through some finite presentation, it would be desirable to be able to construct 
a presentation of this particular form for 8. Obviously, this task is similar to the one 
that led to the development of the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [19]. Accord- 
ingly, the algorithm developed in this section, which attempts to solve this task, can be 
seen as a specialized completion procedure. 
In Section 3 we have described a test for weak confluence for finite monadic 
string-rewriting systems. Although being polynomial-time, this test is technically 
rather involved. Therefore, we first develop a simpler test that exploits the fact that 
here we are dealing only with finite monadic systems presenting groups. This test then 
will serve as a basis for the specialized completion procedure. 
Let R be a finite, reduced, monadic string-rewriting system on C such that the 
monoid ‘!NmR is a group. For each UEC, let u,EC* be such that au,+$e; in fact, by the 
results of [28], these words can be found effectively. 
Lemma 6.1. R is e-confluent ifund only ihfor all UEC and all WEIR, uw -+ge. 
Proof. Let UEC and WEZ~(U,), i.e., WEIRR(R) and w t+zu,. Hence, uw++;?;uu,ttge 
and, thus, uw -+t e if R is e-confluent. Conversely, assume that uw -+R e for all UEC and 
all weIR(aa), and let uE[e]a. If v#e, then v=uvl for some UEC and, hence, v +Xuv2 
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for some vz EIRR(R). Now, au, -R e -g v = au, -g av2, and, since !IJIR is a group, this 
means that u, -g v2. Thus, v2 EZ~(U,) and, hence, v = au1 -t au2 -t e by the hypo- 
thesis. 0 
Unfortunately, the sets I,(u,) (aEZ) might, in general, not be easy to construct. 
Therefore, we shall use some approximations for them. 
Definition 6.2. For UEC*, the set of simple right inverses of u, RI,(u), consists of 
all words EC* such that there is a reduction sequence uv=uk . . . urv1 . . . uk+RUk 
. . . u2alu2 . . . ok ‘R “’ + R ukak _ i vk + R e, no step of which is performed entirely within 
u or within v, i.e., for UEZ’, 
RIR(~):={vEC* / 3k3 1 3U1, . . . , uk, VI, . . . , t&EC* 3aI, . . . , ak_lECu{e}: 
u=uk . . . u1, 
and 
RI,(e):= {e}. 
For an irreducible word u, the set RI,(U) can be seen as an extension of the set 
RFR(u, e) defined in Section 3. Accordingly, the proof of the following lemma is similar 
to the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
Lemma 6.3. Let R be a finite, reduced, monadic string-rewriting system on Z, and let 
UEC*. Then RI,(U) is a regular set, and, from R and u, an nfsa for RI,(U) can be 
constructed in polynomial time. 
Proof. Let Pre(u):= {ui 1 u1 is a proper prefix of u}, and let Sub(R):= {z 13x, yeC+: 
xzyEdom(R)}. We define an nfsa U(u)=(Q, C, qO, q., 6) as follows: 
l Q:= Pre(u) x (Z u {e}) x Sub(R) is the finite set of states, 
l C is taken as the input alphabet, 
l qO:=(uI, a, e) is the initial state, where u=uIa, aEZ, 
l q.:=(e, e, e) is the accepting state, and 
l 6 is the transition relation, which is defined through 
(U2, b, V2W(h, a, v,), c) if and only if 
(a) (ui = u2 and b = a and v2 = v,ccSub(R)) or 
(p) (%a 13x,, xkec* 3x2, . . . . xk_iEc+ 3a1, . ..) ak_lei!i: ulzxkxk_l . ..xlxo. 
xoa#e,(x~av1c~al)ER,(xlal~a2)ER,...,(Xk_lak_l~b)ER,uz=xk, and 
v2 = e). 
Case (CL) corresponds to the situation that no reduction is performed on the word 
ulavlc ( =u2bv2), while case (l3) corresponds to the situation that ulavlc= 
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xk_$_ I . . . x~x~~~~c and reductions are performed, none of which takes place entirely 
within ulU Or within VrC, i.e., U1arlc=xkxk_i . ..XIXOaVIC+RXkXk_l . ..XIUl ‘R”’ 
+RXkXk-l”k-1 -+RXkb=&bv2. It can easily be verified that qa=(e, e, e)E 
6((u,, a, e), v)= 6(qo, v) if and only if VERIR(U). Thus, L(U(u))=RIR(u) and, obviously, 
U(u) is obtained in polynomial time from R and u. 0 
Using various sets of the form RI,(u), we now formulate another characterization 
of the property of e-confluence for monadic string-rewriting systems presenting 
groups. 
Theorem 6.4. Let R be a monadic string-rewriting system on C such that (3nR is a group. 
Then R is e-confluent if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) VaEZ: (n~(RI,(a)~u)nIRR(R))\{e}=0, and 
(2) %A q)EIDUCWR): (nt(q.RI,(p))nIRR(R))\{e) =@=(n:(p.RI,(q))n 
IWR))\{e). 
Proof. First let us show that conditions (1) and (2) are necessary for R to be 
e-confluent. So, assume that R is e-confluent. If aeC and ~ERI,(u), then au --+ge by 
definition of RI,(U). Since !JJJR is a group, va +-+g e and, so, ag(vu) C [e]R. Since R is 
e-confluent, this means that ni(vu)nIRR(R)= (e>. Thus, condition (1) holds. If 
(p, q)EIDUCP(R), and VGRIR(~), then pv -+g e. Hence, qv -jj pv ++t e, which yields 
ng(qv)nIRR(R)=( } e since R is e-confluent. It follows that condition (2) also holds. 
To prove that conditions (1) and (2) are also sufficient to guarantee that R is 
e-confluent, we now assume that they hold for the system R under consideration. 
Claim 1. V’;(e) is closed under cyclic permutation. 
Proof of Claim 1. Assume to the contrary that this is not the case, and let XEC* be 
a word that is minimal with respect to the length-lexicographical ordering >le, and 
that satisfies the following condition: 
_ there is a cyclic permutation x1 of x such that xi -tge, and there is a cyclic 
permutation x2 of x such that x2 +$e. 
Then there is a cyclic permutation y=uz of x, where UEC and ZEC*, such that 
y=az +ge while zu +ge. In the reduction sequence uz -+ge, no step is entirely 
performed within the factor a or within the factor z since, otherwise, x would not be 
minimal. Hence, zERIR(a). Condition (l), thus, implies that za -+i e, contradicting our 
choice of x. Hence, V t(e) is closed under cyclic permutation. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.4 (continued). Using the fact that Vi(e) is closed under cyclic 
permutation, we now complete the proof of the theorem by establishing the following 
claim. 
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Proof. Let (p, q)eIDUCP(R). By Theorem 2.3, it suffices to show that SCon,(e) c 
Con,(e) and SCon,(e) E Con,(e). If x # yESCon,( then xpy -i e. By Claim 1, V g(e) 
is closed under cyclic permutation and, so, pyx -+g e. Since p is irreducible, and since 
R is monadic, this means that there exists a word WE ag(yx) such that pw -+l?;e, and 
no step in this reduction sequence is performed entirely within p or within w. Thus, 
w~R1,(p). By condition (2), this means that qw --+g e and, therewith, qyx +t qw -+t e. 
Again, by Claim 1, this means that xqy +ge, implying that x# yeCon,( 
Hence, SCon,(e) E Con,(e) and, by symmetry, SConJe) G Con,(e). Thus, R is indeed 
e-confluent. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.4 (conclusion). This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.4. 0 
For finite R the set IDUCP(R) of irreducible leftmost descendants of the unresolv- 
able critical pairs of R can be determined in polynomial time. Hence, Proposition 
2.1 (c) and Lemma 6.3 yield the following decidability result. 
Corollary 6.5. The following problem is decidable in polynomial time: 
Instance: A finite monadic string-rewriting system R on C such that YIIR is a group. 
Question: Is R e-confluent? 
If R is not e-confluent, then certainly R is not weakly confluent. If, however, R is 
e-confluent, then the property of weak confluence can easily be characterized for R. 
Theorem 6.6. Let R be a monadic and e-conjluent string-rewriting system on C such that 
‘DIR is a group, and, for each letter aE.Z, let a -’ denote an irreducible word such that 
aa-’ +-+te. Then R is weakly conjuent if and only $ for each letter aECnIRR(R), 
RIR(a-‘)nIRR(R)= {a}. 
Proof. Let aECnIRR(R). If wERIR(a-‘), then a-‘w +ge++;F,a-‘a, implying that 
RI,(a-‘)c [a]n. On the other hand, if w~[a],n1RR(R), then a-‘~++:a-‘a++ge 
and, so, aa1 w +Xe since R is e-confluent. However, a-’ and w are both irreducible 
and, hence, wERI,(a-‘). Thus, RI,(a-‘)nIRR(R)= [a],nIRR(R), i.e., R is confluent 
on [alR if and only if RIR(a-‘)nIRR(R)=(a}. 0 
Theorems 6.4 and 6.6 give a fairly simple polynomial-time algorithm for deciding 
whether or not a finite monadic string-rewriting system presenting a group is weakly 
confluent. In general, this test is substantially simpler than the one for finite monadic 
systems described in Section 3. 
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Using these theorems, we now present a procedure for weak completion of finite 
monadic string-rewriting systems presenting groups, i.e., if R is a system of this form, 
and R is not weakly confluent, then this procedure attempts to construct a weakly 
confluent monadic system R, that is equivalent to R when R is given as the input. 
So, let R be a finite monadic string-rewriting system on C such that ‘JJIR is a group. 
We may assume that R is reduced. If condition (1) of Theorem 6.4 is not satisfied, there 
is a letter aEC such that the set E,:=(~~(RI,(a)~a)nIRR(R))\{e} is nonempty. Since 
E, E [elR, we need to add rules such that, with the help of these additional rules, each 
word WEE, reduces to e. In general, the set E, will be infinite. Does this mean that we 
may have to add infinitely many rules to achieve this goal? Fortunately, this is not the 
case. The set E, is regular, and, using Proposition 2.1(c) and Lemma 6.3, we can 
construct an nfsa U(E,) for this set. Consider some word WEE,. If there is an accepting 
computation of U(E,) on input w such that during this computation no state of II 
is visited more than once, then w is the label of a simple accepting path in the state 
graph of U(E,). In particular, 1 w 1 is bounded from above by the number of states of 
U(E,). Hence, there are only finitely many words w EE, of this form. By GENSPATH, 
we denote a procedure that from U(E,) extracts all the words of this form. If, on input 
w, there is no accepting computation of U(E,) of this form, then w can be factored as 
w=xyz, y#e, such that there is an accepting computation of U(E,) on input w such 
that the processing of y corresponds to the traversal of a simple loop in the state graph 
of U(E,). Hence, XZEE, as well and, thus, xyz -i e ++g xz, implying that y-g e. By 
GENSLOOP, we denote a procedure that from U(E,) extracts all the words that 
correspond to simple loops within accepting computations of U(E,). By adding all the 
rules {w-te) w~GENSPATH(U(E,))uGENSLOOP(U(E,))} to R, we obtain a finite 
monadic system that is equivalent to R such that all the words in E, are reducible with 
respect to this system. 
If condition (2) of Theorem 6.4 is not satisfied, then, for some pair 
(p,+IDUCP(R), the set S(p):=(nR(q.RI,(p))nIRR(R))\{e} or the set 
S(q):=(nR@RI&))nIRR(R))\{ e is nonempty. Since S(p), S(q) c [elR, and since > 
these sets are again regular, we would add the rules 
{w-e/ WEGENSPATH(U(S(~)))UGENSLOOP(U(S(~)))) and {w+eI WEGENS- 
PATH(U(S(q)))uGENSLOOP(U(S(q)))}, respectively, to R. 
Observe that so far we have introduced only special rules. This, of course, is 
a consequence of the fact that Theorem 6.4 gives conditions for testing e-confluence 
for R. Finally, let a-lEIRR(R) denote an irreducible inverse of the letter a, i.e., 
au-’ +-+~ett~a-‘a. If the set L,:=(RI,(a-‘)nIRR(R))\{a} is nonempty, then the 
above considerations show that we would add the rules {w-al WEGENS- 
PATH(U(L,))}, since L, E [alR, and the rules { y+e 1 ~EGENSLOOP(U(L,))}, since 
xyz -_t a ++E xz implies that y ++g e. 
Now we are prepared to present the announced procedure. It will contain two main 
subroutines: NORMALIZATION and CONTEXT-RESOLVING. The first one 
reduces the actual system by applying algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM (3.3) while the 
second one introduces new rules as explained above. 
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Procedure 6.7. 
WEAK_COMPLETION: 
INPUT: A finite monadic string-rewriting system R on C such that the monoid !JJIJz, is 
a group; 
begin i:=O; Ri := R; 
for each agC nIRR(Ri) do compute an irreducible inverse a- ’ of a; 
NORMALIZATION: Ri :=REDUCE_SYSTEM(Ri); 
CONTEXT_RESOLVING: 
(0) for each aECnIRR(RJ do a-‘:= some irreducible descendant of a-l mod Ri; 
compute IDUCP(Ri); 
R;:=@; 
(1) for all aEC do 
begin compute an nfsa U(E,) for the set E,:=( nti(RI,,(a). a)nIRR(Ri))\(e); 
RI:= R:u {l-te 1 IEGENSPATH(U(E,))UGENSLOOP(U(E,))} 
end; 
(2) for all (p, q)EIDUCP(Ri) do 
begin compute an nfsa U(S(p)) for the set S(p):=( A;,(,. RI&))nIRR(RJ)\{e); 
compute an nfsa U@(q)) for the set S(q):= ( A&(p . RI,,(q)) n IRR(RJ)\ (e}; 
S^(p):=GENSPATH(U(S(p)))uGENSLOOP(U(S(p))); 
S^(q):=GENSPATH(U(S(q)))uGENSLOOP(U(S(q))); 
R::= R;u {l-e ( l~S^(p)u s(q)} 
end; 
(3) for all aECr‘lIRR(RJ do 
begin compute an nfsa U(L,) for the set L,:=(RI,,(q-‘)nIRR(Ri))\{a}; 
R::= R:u jl+al IEGENSPATH(U(L,))} u {l-e) ~EGENSLOOP(U(L,))} 
end; 
comment: The new rules are now collected in RI. The left-hand side as well as the 
right-hand side of each rule in RI is R,-irreducible; 





comment: When we get past the test in (4), then Ri is weakly confluent and reduced; 
OUTPUT: Ri 
end. 
When given input a finite monadic string-rewriting system R on C such that !JJImR is
a group, procedure WEAK-COMPLETION computes a sequence of finite monadic 
systems Ro, RI, R,, . . . , where Ri denotes the system obtained immediately after 
executing algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM with index i. Then the following properties 
hold for all i > 0: 
_ Ri is equivalent to R, 
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- IRR(Ri+ 1) s IRR(Ri), and 
- Ri is reduced. 
From this observation, we can easily derive the following correctness result. 
Lemma 6.8. Let R be ajinite monadic string-rewriting system on C such that the monoid 
‘9JlmR is a group. Zf procedure WEAK-COMPLETION terminates on input R, then it 
generates ajnite monadic system Ri on C that is equivalent to R, weakly conjluent, and 
reduced. 
Proof. If procedure WEAK-COMPLETION terminates on input R, then for some 
i >O the set Ri is empty. Thus, neither in (l), nor in (2) nor in (3) is a new rule 
generated, i.e., Ri satisfies the conditions of Theorems 6.4 and 6.6. Hence, Ri is weakly 
confluent. q 
Thus, whenever procedure WEAK-COMPLETION terminates, the system con- 
structed has indeed all the nice properties we are looking for. It remains to verify that 
this procedure is also complete in the sense that it succeeds on input R whenever 
a finite monadic system S exists that is weakly confluent and equivalent to R. 
However, let us first go through a detailed example to illustrate how procedure 
WEAK-COMPLETION works. 
Example 6.9. Let C=(a, b, c} and R={ab-te, bade, c2+e, cac-tb}. Then 9.1JR is 
a group, and the system R is monadic and reduced. Hence, when running procedure 
WEAK_COMPLETION on input R, R0 = R is the actual system when the subrou- 
tine CONTEXT_RESOLVING is executed for the first time. For the irreducible 
inverses of the letters in C, we take a- ‘:= b, b-l:=a, and c-l:=c. Further, 
IDUCP(RO)= {(ac, cb), (bc, ca)}. 
Next the sets E,, Eb, and E, are computed: 
RI,,(a) = {b} and, so, E,=(nZ,(RI,,(a). a)nIRR(Ri))\ {e} =8, 
RI,,(b) = {a} and, so, Eb = 8, and 
RI,,(c) = {c, aca} and, so, E, =@, too. 
Thus, no rule is generated in step (1). 
Then the sets S(p) and S(q), (p, q)EIDUCP(R,), are constructed: 
RIKO(ac) = { cb, ac, acab} and, so, S(ac) = (A &,(cb . RIKO(ac)) n 
IRR(RO))\{e> = {cbcb}, 
RI,,(cb)= {ac, aaca} and, so, S(cb)= {acaaca}, 
RIRo(bc) = {ca, acaa} and, so, S(bc)= {caacaa}, and 
RI,,(cu) = {ca, bc, bucu} and, so, S(ca) = { bcbc}. 
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Thus, in step (2) we get the system Rb = {cbcb+e, bcbc-te, acaaca-e, caacaa-e}. 
Finally, the sets L,, Lb, and L, are constructed: 
L,=(RI,,(n-‘)nIRR(R,))\(a}=@ Lb=@, and L,={aca). 
Hence, the rule aca+c is added to Rb. 
Since Rb ~8, R, := R, u Rb = {ab-te, ba+e, c’+e, cac-+b, aca-rc, cbcb-e, bcbc-e, 
acaaca+e, caacaa-+e} is formed, and we return to the subroutine NORMALIZ- 
ATION. On input RI, the algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM deletes the last two rules 
from R,, i.e., RI = {ab-+e, ba -te, c2-+e, cac-+b, aca+c, cbcb+e, bcbc+e} is the actual 
system when we enter the subroutine CONTEXT-RESOLVING for the second time. 
For up’,b-‘, and c-i, we get the same words as before, and IDUCP(Ri)= 
{(ac, cb), (bc, ca), (cbc, a), (bcb, c), (bbcb, ca), (bcbb, UC)}. 
Next the sets E,, Eb, and E, are recomputed: 
RIR, (a) = {b, cat, caaca, caaccbc, cabcb} and, so, E, = 8, 
RI,,(b)= {a, cbc} and, so, Eb=& and 
RI,,(c) = {c, aca, accbc, bcb} and, so, E, = 8. 
Thus, no rules are generated in step (1). 
Next the sets S(p) and S(q), (p, q)EIDUCP(Ri), should be computed. However, 
these sets are too large to be listed here and, therefore, we simply skip this step. We 
shall later argue why this does not change the resulting system. Instead, we proceed to 
reconstruct the sets L,, Lb, and L,: 
L,=(RI,,(a-‘)nIRR(R,))\{a} ={cbc}, Lb=@, and L,={bcb}. 
Hence, R; = {cbc +a, bcb-c} and, so, R2 = RI u R; = {ab+e, ba-+e, c2-+e, cac+b, 
aca+c, cbcb+e, bcbc-+e, cbc-+a, bcb+c}. 
Algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM applied to R2 yields the new reduced system 
R, = {ab-te, ba+e, c2 +e, cac+b, aca+c, cbc+a, bcb+c). As it turns out, this system 
satisfies all the conditions of Theorems 6.4 and 6.6. Thus, R, is a finite monadic 
string-rewriting system that is equivalent to the input system R, that is reduced, and 
that is weakly confluent. By Theorem 3.5, R2 is uniquely determined by R. Thus, any 
additional rules that procedure WEAK_COMPLETION might have introduced 
based on the sets S(p) and S(q), (p, q)EIDUCP(R,), would have been deleted again 
when reducing the system R2. Hence, procedure WEAK_COMPLETION termin- 
ates on input R with the system R, displayed above. 
Does procedure WEAK_COMPLETION terminate successfully for each finite 
monadic string-rewriting system that presents a context-free group? Unfortunately, 
we must answer this question in the negative, as the following example shows. 
Example 6.10. Let z={u, b, c}, and R={ab+e, ba+e, c3+e, c’ac+u, c’bc+b}. 
Then the monoid 9JIa is isomorphic to the group Z x Z3, the direct product of the free 
group of rank 1, Z, with the cyclic group of order 3, Z3, which is context-free. For all 
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n 2 1, canc2 b” ++t e ++t cb”c2an. Since bc2a ++t c2 H; ac2b, no factor u of canc2bn or 
cbnc2an satisfying 1 < 1 uI <n is congruent to any word dEC v {e}. Thus, there is no 
finite monadic system S that is both equivalent to R and e-confluent. Hence, on input 
R, procedure WEAK-COMPLETION will not terminate because of Lemma 6.8, 
although mmR is a context-free group. By Theorems 5.2 and 5.13, there must exist 
a finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting system S on some alphabet 
n such that (a ; S) is a presentation of ‘9XR. In fact, by introducing a new letter d and 
the rules c2+d, cd+e, dc+e,d2+c and the rules axb-+x, bxa+x (x~{c,d}), such 
a presentation is obtained. 
Since procedure WEAK-COMPLETION generates only string-rewriting systems 
that are equivalent to the given input system, it cannot terminate successfully if this 
system is not equivalent to any finite, monadic, and weakly confluent system. The 
above example shows that this happens even for presentations of context-free groups. 
However, we claim that procedure WEAK_COMPLETION succeeds whenever 
a finite, monadic, and weakly confluent system exists that is equivalent to the given 
input system. The proof of this completeness result will be based on the following 
technical result. 
Lemma 6.11. Let R be a finite monadic string-rewriting system on Z such that the 
monoid ‘93, is a group. If procedure WEAK_COMPLETJON does not terminate on 
input R, then it enumerates an injinite monadic system R, that is reduced, equivalent to 
R, and weakly confluent. 
Proof. Assume that procedure WEAK_COMPLETION does not terminate on input 
R. Then it enumerates an infinite sequence RO, RI, R2, . . . of finite monadic string- 
rewriting systems, where, for each i>O, Ri denotes the system obtained immediately 
after executing algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM with index i. As observed before, these 
systems have the following properties: 
(a) Ri is equivalent to R, 
(b) IRR(Ri+ 1) s IRR(Ri), and 
(c) Ri is reduced. 
The lemma will now be proved by establishing a sequence of claims. 
Claim 1. If a rule (l-+r) is deleted from Ri for some i>,O during the subroutine 
NORMALIZATION, then no rule with left-hand side 1 is ever introduced again. 
Proof of Claim 1. It is only in the subroutine NORMALIZATION that rules are 
deleted. Assume the rule (l+r) is deleted while the system Ri is being reduced. Then 
I4IRR(Ri); so, by (b), I41RR(Rj) for all j>, i. However, if (l’+r’)ER> for some j> i, then, 
by construction, l’EIRR(Rj). Thus, 1’ # 1, i.e., no rule with left-hand side 1 is ever 
introduced again. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 6.11 (continued). We now define the following system: 
R,:=(/+rl 3j30 Vi>j: (l~r)ERi}, 
i.e., R, is the set of persistent rules. Because of Claim 1, R, is an infinite monadic 
string-rewriting system on C. Procedure WEAK_COMPLETION can be interpreted 
as enumerating this system. However, this is not an effective enumeration since the 
procedure does not identify the persistent rules. We shall prove that the system R, has 
all the properties required. As a first step towards proving this, we establish an 
important property of the algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM. 
Claim 2. Let S be a finite monadic string-rewriting system on C, let T be the reduced 
system obtained from S through algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM, and let u, VEC* such 
that u js v. Then there is a sequence u = u0 ++ u1 wT u2 ++ ... ++T u, = v such that, 
for each i = 0, 1, . . , n - 1, one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) 3x, JJGC* 3(l-+r)ET: ui=xly -+Txry=ui+I, or 
(ii) 3x, YEC* 3(b+a)ET: bEZ, ui=xay, and Ui+l =xby, 
i.e., to transform u into 2: mod T, only the rules of the form (b+a)ET, bEdom(T)nC, 
need to be used from right to left. 
Proof of Claim 2. The system S is transformed into the system T by a sequence of 
steps of the following forms: 
(a) A rule (l-tr) is replaced by a rule (1-Q where r -+S,,(I_rj r*; or 
(p) a rule (l,-+rz) is deleted, if there is another rule (lI-+rl) such that l2 =xlIy and 
* 
xrly -+s\(I,+ 12; or 
(y) a rule (12-+r2) is replaced by the rule (xrl y-+r2), where (1,-r,) is another rule 
such that l2 =xlI y and xrl y >// r2; or 
(6) a rule (12-‘r2) is replaced by the rule (rz+xrIy), where (l,-+rI) is another rule 
such that l2 =xlI y and r2 >I( xr,y. 
Let S=&, Sr, S,, . . . , S, = T denote the sequence of finite monadic string-rewriting 
systems that the algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM generates on input S, where, for 
j=O, 1 , . . , m - 1, Sj+ 1 is obtained from Sj through a single step of the form (a), (p), (y), 
or (6). 
Let u, VEC* such that u -fsu. We claim that, for each je{l, . . . , m], there is a 
sequence utts ... +is v satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Claim 2. To verify this 
claim, let jg{ 1:. . , m}: and let u, UEC *. It suffices to prove the following claim. 
Claim 3. Zf u +s, U, or if~=xay+s~xby=u for some rule (b+a)ESjn(Zx(Cu{e})), 
thenthereisasequenceu=uO++S,+,ul~Sj+, . ..t-tsj+. u, = v that satisfies conditions (i) 
and (ii) abooe. 
Proof of Claim 3. Sj is transformed into Sj+ 1 through a single step of the form (a), (p), 
(y), or (6). By checking each of these four cases in turn, it is easily established that the 
reduction step u +s, v or the reverse reduction step u = xay es, xby = v can indeed be 
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simulated through a finite sequence of steps mod Sj+ 1 that satisfies conditions (i) 
and (ii). q 
Proof of Claim 2 (conclusion). Now Claim 2 follows immediately by induction 
onj. 0 
Using Claim 2, we can now establish the following claim. 
Claim 4. For all i30 and all aECu( rJaa~1RR(&+i), then V&(~)E V:,+,(a). 
Proof of Claim 4. Let i>O, let a~(Cu{e})nIRR(Ri+,), and let WEZ* such that 
w -8, a and, so, w -‘&“R;a. The system Ri+l is obtained from Riu RI through the 
algorithm REDUCE-SYSTEM. Hence, by Claim 2, there is a sequence w= 
wO+-+Ri+, w1 “R. 1*1 “’ -Ri+l w, = a such that, for each j=O, 1, . . , n - 1, either 
Wj’Ri+, wj+l or wj=xcY +R,+, xbY=wj+, for some rule (b+c)ERi+l n(C x (Cufej)). 
If the latter case does not occur, then w +g,+ 1 a and, so, WE V & + 1(a). Otherwise, 
let k be the largest index such that wk = xcy CR,+ 1 xby= wk+ I -xi+ 1 a. Since 
aEIRR(Ri+ I), and since bEdom(Ri+ I), k< n- 1, and there is an index p> k such that 
Wp-‘Ri+, wp+l by applying a rule (l-tr)ERi+ 1 such that 1 I lb > 0. However, the system 
Ri+l isreduced,i.e.,(b-+c)ER,+, is the only rule containing an occurrence of the letter 
b. Thus, we have the following situation: wk = xcy +R,+ , xby = wk+ 1 -& + , w,,= x’by’ 
--+&+I x’cy’ -:, + 1 a,wherex+z,+, x’ and y -ii + , y’. Thus, w = w. “R, + , “‘C)Ri+,wk= 
XCY 4 + 1 x’cy’ --+i,+ i a is a shorter Ri+ 1 -derivation of a from w. Continuing in this 
way, we can remove all the reverse reduction steps from this derivation, which shows 
that w -gi+ I a. Thus, we have D &(a) E D g,+ ,(a). 0 
Further, it is easily seen that IRR(R,) 5 niaO IRR(R,). Now we are ready to verify 
that the system R, has the intended properties. 
Claim 5. R, is equivalent to R. 
Proof of Claim 5. For all i>O, ++& = ++i. Thus, since R, E uiaO Ri, we see that 
++G++ t. Conversely, let (l-+a)ER. Because of Claim 2,1 can be transformed into 
a in Ri, for all ia 0, such that only rules of the form (b+c), beck, are used in the reverse 
direction. Thus, whenever (1’+r’)~U,~~ Ri is a rule that is used in these derivations, 
( I’ I< ) I I. There is an index j such that no rule I’ +r’ satisfying ) 1’ ) d 1 II is generated after 
stage j, i.e. Rjn{(w,U)((wIdIII}=Rj+,n((W,v)IIwId)II} for all k>O. Thus, R, 
contains all these rules and, so, l++gja implies that 1 ++z, a. Hence, R, is equivalent 
to R. 0 
Claim 6. R, is reduced. 
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Proof of Claim 6. There are only finitely many rules of the form (b+a)~R, with bEC 
and a~Cu {e}. Hence, there is an index k such that all these rules are in Rk. Since Rk is 
reduced, there is at most one rule for which the left-hand side is some fixed letter, and 
this letter does not occur in any other rule. So, the right-hand side of each rule of R, is 
irreducible. If rules (1i +b,) and (x11y-+b2) were in R,, then these rules would belong 
to Rj for some index j>, k. However, this would contradict the fact that Rj is reduced. 
Thus, R, is reduced. 0 
The next claim completes the proof of Lemma 6.11. 
Claim 7. R, is weakly conjhent. 
Proof of Claim 7. Let ~#wE~,*~(RI,J~).~)~IRR(R,) for some letter UEC, i.e., 
WEIRR(R,), and there is a word u~R1,Ju) such that ua +$-w. Thus, we have 
au -+g, e and ua +$, WEIRR(R,). Hence, we see from the definition of R, that 
there is an index k20 such that au -+g,e and ua -X, weIRR(R,), i.e., 
WE n &(RI,,(a) . a) n IRR(R,). However, this implies that R, + 1 will contain a rule that 
is applicable to w, i.e., w$IRR(R k+ i) 2 IRR(R,), contradicting the choice of w. Thus, 
R, satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 6.4. The condition of Theorem 6.6 is verified in 
the same way. 
Finally, let (p, q)EIDUCP(R,). Then there are rules (Ii +bI), (12+b2)ER, such that 
l,x=ylz for some x,y~C*,O<lyl<(lil, I1x+blx-+,*rp~IRR(R,) and ylz--+ 
ybZ +E, qEIRR(R,). Hence, there is some index i30 such that (p, q)EIDUCP(Ri+j) 
for all j>O. Now, let x~Rr,=(p). Then XERI~~+~(P) for some kai and all j>O. 
By Theorem 6.4, we need to verify that niJqx)nIRR(R,)= {e}, i.e., that e is the 
only irreducible descendant of qx mod R,. Assume to the contrary that 
qx -+z, yEIRR(R,)\{e}. Then qx +g, yEIRR(R,)\{e} for some index l>k, which 
implies that yes at stage 1. Hence, y is reducible mod RI+ 1, which contradicts the 
fact that y is irreducible mod R,. By symmetry, also the other part of condition (2) 
of Theorem 6.4 holds. Thus, R, is indeed weakly confluent by Theorems 6.4 
and 6.6. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6.11 (conclusion). This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.11. q 
Thus, given a finite monadic string-rewriting system R presenting a group as input, 
procedure WEAK_COMPLETION always “computes” a monadic system R, that is 
reduced, equivalent to R, and weakly confluent. Further, this procedure terminates if 
and only if the system R, is finite. However, by Theorem 3.5, R, is uniquely 
determined by R, i.e., if there does at all exist a finite, monadic, and weakly confluent 
system S that is equivalent to R, then R, is the reduced form of S and, hence, R, is 
finite. Thus, we have the following completeness result. 
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Theorem 6.12. Let R be ajnite monadic string-rewriting system on C such that the 
monoid ‘9JImR is a group. Given R as input, procedure WEAK-COMPLETION termin- 
ates tfand only if there exists a finite monadic system S on C that is equivalent to R and 
e-confluent. 
Note that the existence of a finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting 
system S that is equivalent to a given system R does not depend on the ordering on 
C that we fixed in the beginning. Using a different ordering just means a renaming of 
the letters as mentioned in Section 3 after Theorem 3.5. Thus, whether or not the 
procedure WEAK_COMPLETION terminates on input R is a property of the Thue 
congruence -X only. However, this property is undecidable in general, since the 
following undecidability result is an immediate consequence of [26, Theorem 5.1.31. 
Theorem 6.13. The following problem is undecidable in general: 
Instance: A finite monadic string-rewriting system R on C presenting a group. 
Question: Does there exist ajnite, monadic, and weakly confluent system S on C such 
that S is equivalent to R? 
Since all finitely presented groups can be presented by finite special string-rewriting 
systems, this result is not surprising. As one of the referees pointed out, it would be 
more interesting to find out whether the above problem remains undecidable even 
when it is restricted to finite monadic string-rewriting systems that present context- 
free groups; however, this question has to remain open at this time. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper we have investigated various aspects of those finite string-rewriting 
systems that are monadic and weakly confluent. The class of finite, monadic, and 
weakly confluent string-rewriting systems contains properly both the class of finite, 
monadic, and confluent systems and the class of finite, special, and e-confluent 
systems. These latter two classes have received a lot of attention in the literature 
(cf., e.g., [6, 33]), and it has been shown that they both have nice algorithmic 
properties. So, one of the main objectives of this paper was to investigate as to how far 
these properties carry over to finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting 
systems. 
As a first step, we proved in Section 3 that when dealing with finite, monadic, and 
weakly confluent systems it suffices to look at systems that are reduced. In fact, the 
reduced system equivalent to a given system is uniquely determined (Theorem 3.5), 
and it can be obtained in polynomial time (Corollary 3.6). Exploiting this fact, 
a polynomial-time algorithm for deciding whether a finite monadic system is weakly 
confluent can be developed (Proposition 3.8). The characterization leading to this 
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algorithm is the direct generalization of the characterization of e-confluence for 
special string-rewriting systems given in [32]. 
Unfortunately, only very few decision problems, that are undecidable in general, 
become decidable in the setting of finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string- 
rewriting systems, an example being the group problem, while many others, among 
them the word problem (Theorem 4.9), remain undecidable. The finiteness problem 
and the problem of deciding whether a string-rewriting system presents a cancellative 
monoid are still open in this setting. 
The situation improved dramatically when we turned to those finite, monadic, and 
weakly confluent string-rewriting systems that present groups. For these systems 
many decision problems can be solved efficiently; in fact, their uniform versions, where 
the presentation is also a part of the problem instance, are decidable. So, these 
string-rewriting systems, which are known to present the class of context-free groups, 
form an algorithmically nicely behaved class of presentations. All these results already 
hold for finite, monadic, and e-confluent string-rewriting systems presenting groups, 
but, for each system of this form, there exists an equivalent one that is finite, monadic, 
and weakly confluent; in fact, the latter system can effectively be constructed from the 
former (Theorem 5.13). 
Instead of presenting a context-free group through a finite, monadic, and weakly 
confluent string-rewriting system, we could simply describe it through a context-free 
grammar for the language [e]. However, no characterization is known for those 
context-free grammars that generate languages of this form. Further, exploiting 
the algebraic characterization of context-free groups given by Muller and Schupp 
(Theorem 5.1), we could also present context-free groups explicitly as finite extensions 
of free groups. One could then expect that a decision problem for virtually free groups, 
which is independent of the chosen presentation, can be reduced effectively to some 
(not necessarily the same) decision problem for free groups. For example, this is the 
case for the word problem. However, this reduction might not be uniform for the class 
of all decision problems that can be expressed through linear sentences. Therefore, we 
feel that the presentation through finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string- 
rewriting systems is more useful. Furthermore, it has the additional advantage that 
the restriction placed on the presentations considered is purely syntactic, and that it is 
decidable in polynomial time (Proposition 3.8). 
Contrasting the results of Section 4 with those of Section 5, we see that the algebraic 
restriction that the monoids presented are groups helps a lot. Can we weaken this 
additional restriction without losing the decidability results? In particular, which of 
these decidability results carry over to finite, monadic and weakly confluent string- 
rewriting systems that present cancellative monoids? For example, the finiteness 
problem remains decidable in this less restricted situation, but what can be said about 
the other decision problems? 
Finally, in Section 6 we presented a specialized completion procedure for finite 
monadic string-rewriting systems presenting groups. Given such a system as input, 
this procedure, called WEAK-COMPLETION, attempts to construct an equivalent 
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system that is weakly confluent. It is based on a simplified test for weak confluence, 
and we could establish that it is correct and complete. The procedure 
WEAK_COMPLETION can be seen as a kind of unfailing completion procedure 
[3], where the unresolvable critical pairs take the role of the nonorientable equations, 
and the property of ground confluence is replaced by the property of weak confluence. 
In this way, the nontermination of the regular completion procedure can be avoided 
in some cases. A generalization to finite monadic systems, in general, is possible, but 
this does not seem to be very useful because of the undecidability results of Section 4. 
A generalization to other classes of systems, e.g., length-reducing ones, seems to be 
very hard, since for these classes no decidable criteria for characterizing the property 
of confluence on a single congruence class are known at this time. 
In the subroutine CONTEXT_RESOLVING, the procedure WEAK-COMPLE- 
TION adds special rules to the actual system R when ax -+ze, but xa j*ge for some 
letter ~EC and some word XEZ*. In this way, one tries to enforce that the set V *(e) is 
closed under cyclic permutation. A possible improvement of the procedure would be to 
add special or monadic rules that guarantee that w and all its cyclic permutations 
reduce to e whenever an irreducible word wc[elR is found. This idea is similar to the one 
used in the completion procedures of [7,20], and is based on the notion of symmetrized 
group presentation [21]. If we start with a special string-rewriting system R such that 
dam(R) forms a symmetrized set, i.e., every element is cyclically reduced, and dam(R) is 
closed under the operations of cyclic permutation and of taking inverses, then V X(e) is 
closed under cyclic permutation. LeChenadec [20] presents a process he calls the group 
symmetrizution algorithm that, when given as input a finite symmetrized group presenta- 
tion (C; L) satisfying certain small cancellation conditions, generates the finite length- 
reducing system S that is used in Dehn’s algorithm to solve the word problem for 
groups of this form. In the group symmetrization algorithm, a rule of the form w+e is 
split into a new rule u-u-i, where w = UD, and u is the minimal prefix of w satisfying 
u>u- ‘. In fact, we are doing the same in case v-l is a single letter. 
There are examples in which the sets RI,(u) and RI,(p) are indeed infinite. It is an 
interesting question whether the e-confluence criteria of Theorem 6.4 can be special- 
ized in such a way that only finite test sets have to be considered, as is the case for 
special systems [32]. Actually, Theorem 6.4 remains valid if the sets RF,(u) and 
RF,(p) are restricted to contain only irreducible words, but in the monadic case even 
these restricted sets can be infinite. Thus, the investigation of specialized completion 
procedures will certainly continue. Currently, projects are being carried out at 
Kaiserslautern and Kassel to get various implementations of the procedure 
WEAK_COMPLETION. The objectives are to gain further insights into how this 
procedure behaves in practice, and to experiment with various improvements. 
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